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Summary

In September 2010 the Supreme Court of Israel rejected Palestinian appeals
claiming ownership of 57 housing units in the neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah
in Jerusalem – where dozens of Palestinian families have resided since the days
of Jordanian control over East Jerusalem – and accepted the claim of Jewish
ownership of the property. This ruling combines with earlier, similar rulings in
laying the legal foundation for eviction of Palestinian families from two adjacent
compounds and settlement of Jews in the neighborhood. The ruling of September
2010 is another instance in a long series of events involving legal proceedings
that address private property rights and are in discord, possibly even in ,
with Israel’s political interests.

This paper aims to analyze the strategic implications of Jewish settlement
in the heart of the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood for the State of Israel’s vital
interests. It also aims to examine the various tools available to the authorities
in addressing this issue and in conveying to decision makers the need to
formulate a policy of action that accords with the interests of the State of
Israel.

Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah (in the compounds of Shimon HaTzadik
and Shimon/Umm Haroun) a growing pattern of Jewish
settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem based in part
on legal proceedings addressing the private property rights of Jews. There have
indeed been a few previous instances of reclaimed ownership and possession of
Jewish property in an Arab neighborhood in East Jerusalem, but the Sheikh Jarrah
affair involves an effort to evict the residents of two entire compounds housing
dozens of Palestinian families.

Sheikh Jarrah has historical with respect to the national and
religious identity of both Palestinians and Jews, and this is being
invoked in the current between the two sides. The location of the
neighborhood – between East and West Jerusalem, at the crossroads linking the
Old City to Scopus and to the northeast part of the city, amidst consulates
and centers of international organizations – grants it geopolitical importance at
the municipal and international levels.
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In 1956 the government of Jordan in cooperation with the United
Relief and Works Association ( ) housed 28 families of Palestinian
refugees as tenants in a compound built on lands owned by two Jewish trusts and
managed after 1948 by the Jordanian “Custodian of Enemy Property.” In 1972
the Israeli Custodian General ordered that the property be released and registered
under the ownership of the Jewish trusts, who demanded rental payment from the
refugee families residing there. Since the 1990s, the two endowments – together
with the settlers’ organization Shimon, to which they granted rights to the
property – have been legal petitions for the eviction of Palestinian tenants
as part of a plan for widespread Jewish construction and settlement in Sheikh
Jarrah. These proceedings resulted in court rulings that led to the eviction of four
Palestinian families that had resided there. Similar legal petitions are pending
against additional families. A nearby compound named Umm Haroun has dozens
of housing units in which Palestinian refugees reside as protected tenants and
which the Custodian General are also Jewish-owned. Jewish settlement
organizations are taking steps to purchase these units, and a Jewish family
has already settled into one of them.

Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah is the work of private entities using legal
procedures to reclaim their property rights. Through their actions, these entities
are establishing facts on the ground that do not necessarily accord with the vital
interests of the State of Israel. This settlement activity has possible strategic
implications for Israel in the following areas:

1. The opening of the “1948 ”:

The State of Israel has a vital interest in maintaining a negotiating framework
that addresses the issues arising from the events of 1967 and does not open
1948-related issues for discussion. The Israeli interest in relation to refugee
property is the formulation of an equation of mutual concession over
property – both Palestinian and Jewish – that was lost as a result of the .  
The reclaiming of Jewish ownership and possession rights in Sheikh Jarrah

and in East Jerusalem generally could lead to the opening of
the “1948 ,” inspiring and even encouraging claims for restitution of
refugee properties within West Jerusalem neighborhoods. The inequality
between Jews andArabs on matters involving the return of property abandoned
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because of the 1948 War is unacceptable to the international community and
unexplainable for Israel.

2. Restricting the government’s freedom of action during negotiations

The settlement in Sheikh Jarrah has the potential to restrict the government’s
freedom of action in its pursuit of a future agreement with the Palestinians
and, in so doing, to pose additional obstacles to the advancement of the
peace process. Indeed, Jewish settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods
generally and in Sheikh Jarrah can frustrate the possibility of
Israeli-Palestinian compromise over Jerusalem on the basis of division
of sovereignty between Jewish and Arab neighborhoods (“the Clinton
parameters”) as part of a status agreement. , the eviction of
Palestinian families creates an additional focal point for , another in
a list of issues within Jerusalem (like Silwan / City of David; Ras al-Amud,
and others) and beyond that disrupt the potential creation of an appropriate
environment for advancing negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians.

3. De-Legitimization of Israel

The eviction of Palestinian families and the settlement of Jews instead in the
heart of an Arab neighborhood and under widespread media coverage serve
to put additional ammunition in the hands of entities that seek to strike at the
legitimacy of Israel in the realm of human rights. This could contribute to
the de-legitimization of Israel within global public opinion. The evictions,
even if backed by judicial ruling, have a negative impact on the image of Israel
among western governments as well, including friendly governments such as
the United States. A case such as this highlights the unequal implementation
of rights of Jews over property they owned before 1948 while the Arab
residents of the city cannot similarly reclaim their property in West Jerusalem

or in Israel generally.

4. Undermining Israel’s diplomatic achievements on the issue of Jerusalem

Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah could undermine the willingness of the 
international community and the Palestinian negotiators to accept the existence 
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of Jewish neighborhoods in East Jerusalem and Israeli rights in the Holy 
Basin. A possible consequence is a Palestinian retreat from the understandings 
reached in previous rounds of negotiations under the Barak and Olmert 
administrations regarding Israeli sovereignty over Jewish neighborhoods in 

Clinton parameters. 

The Sheikh Jarrah affair reinforces the tendency among members of the 
international community to link the controversy over Jewish settlement in this 
neighborhood with the controversy over construction in Jewish neighborhoods 
beyond the Green Line and the question of sovereignty over the Holy Basin 
of Jerusalem. In addition, these settlement activities have the potential to 
cause the international community to question Israel’s ability to control 
and manage sensitive parts of the city – with its vast variety of religious 
and other communal interests – in a fair and sensitive manner. The issue 
of Sheikh Jarrah, therefore, has the potential to undermine Israeli political 
interests with respect to East Jerusalem.

5. Adding a focal point of tension in Jerusalem

Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah in conjunction with the eviction of
Palestinians adds an additional layer of tension with respect to security and
inter-communal relations in East Jerusalem, creates a source of friction and
tension within Israel (regular Friday demonstrations), and adds to the burdens
of police and security forces. The existence of an additional focal point of

and violence in Jerusalem reinforces the negative image of the city.

Options for Government Action
Jewish settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods has implications
for Israel’s vital interests. This complex reality cannot be left to the care and
judgment of private entities. Despite the legal context of an issue involving
property rights, the government has the legal and administrative tools to take action
in accordance with the interests of the State of Israel. Experience demonstrates
that the government had even taken such measures in the past in order to prevent



private property proceedings from establishing facts on the ground where the
government thought they might undermine Israeli interests.

The main options for government action are the following:

1. Expropriation of property (“Acquisition for Public Purposes” under the law)
from owners, and their compensation, in order to allow the government to
apply its own judgment with respect to the use of the property;

2. Prevention of the settlement of Jews (and eviction of Palestinians for this
purpose) in properties within the heart of Arab neighborhoods in East
Jerusalem – as recommended by past attorney generals of Israel – on the
grounds of endangerment of public safety and disruption of public order;

3. Amendment of the 1970 Legal and Administrative  (Regulation) Law
[Consolidated Version] to grant the Custodian General discretion regarding
the release of property in the future;

4. Action to halt Jewish housing plans in Arab neighborhoods;

5. Re-examination of the aid and assistance provided by government authorities
to settlement activities within Arab neighborhoods.

We recommend that the government consider formulating a clear policy
regarding Jewish settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods in East
Jerusalem, taking into account the implications of settlement in the
neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah for the interests of the State of Israel, as
detailed in this paper, and that the government consider the options for
action available to it.
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Introduction

Jewish settlement in the neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah entails, among other 
things, the eviction of refugee Palestinian families and represents a growing trend 
of Jewish settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem that 
makes use of legal proceedings regarding the private property rights of Jews. There 
have in the past been a few precedents establishing Jewish property rights in Arab 
neighborhoods, but the case of Sheikh Jarrah involves an attempt to vacate two 
compounds in which dozens of Palestinian families reside.1 The forceful eviction 
of tenants by the police and the evacuees’ suffering have received widespread 
global media attention and inspired empathy towards the tenants as well as 
opposition, including protests by Israelis, to Israel’s actions. 

growing trend and on the other hand embodies unique legal and historical 
characteristics.

This paper aims to explore the principle questions arising from settlement 
in Arab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem and the strategic implications of these 

ownership rights in the heart of Arab neighborhoods for the vital interests of the 
State of Israel, and to present the possibilities available to the government for 
addressing this issue.

of the issue from the following angles: the histories of the neighborhoods of 

1

which the organization EL’AD sought to settle in the Ghuzlan family home, which was 
built on land that before 1948 had belonged to PIKA, a Jewish settlers’ group founded by 

Haaretz, 27.7.1998 (Hebrew). 
Regarding settlement attempts in Ras al-Amud, based on claims to Jewish property that 
had been purchased in 1887 by “Kollel Habad” and “Kollel Wahlin,” see S. Berkovittz, 
The Wars of the Holy Places (Jerusalem: Hed Artzi and Jerusalem Institute for Israeli 
Studies, 2000), 193 (Hebrew).
In other cases Jewish settlement was based on the purchase of houses directly or through 
straw men or on the determination that a property is “Absentee Property.”
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Sheikh Jarrah and Shimon HaTzadik; use of the historical and sacred symbolism 
of the place; the geopolitical importance of the neighborhood; proprietary and 
legal matters that led to the eviction of Palestinian families from their homes; legal 
aspects of properties located in East and West Jerusalem; and Jewish settlement 
in the heart of Arab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem.

The second part of this document addresses the strategic implications of 
the Sheikh Jarrah affair, including: the opening of the “1948 Files” regarding 
restitution of Palestinian properties in West Jerusalem and Israel; restricting 
the government’s freedom of action during negotiations; contributing to the 
de-legitimization of Israel and to its negative image throughout the world; 
undermining Israel’s diplomatic achievements on the issue of Jerusalem; and 
creating social and security-related tension. We shall conclude with a presentation 
of the possibilities for action available to the government.
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Part A – Historical, Political, and Legal
Background

1. The Histories of Sheikh Jarrah and Shimon HaTzadik
The Arab neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah was originally a village named after
Hussam al-Din al-Jarrahi, the personal physician of Saladin, the military
leader whose army liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders in the 12th century.2 He
earned the title “Jarrah” ( ), which means healer/surgeon in Arabic, and was
buried at the entrance to the village. A zawiya – a monument of worship –
was constructed at the burial site and it became a destination for worshippers and
visitors.

In a book published in the late 15th century, the Jerusalem historian and judge
A-Din wrote about the site and termed it zawiyat al-jarrahiyya, claiming

that the tombs of additional holy warrior are located nearby.3 In the late 19th

century, a mosque with a minaret was constructed there.4 In the third of
the 19th century, members the population began moving outside of the
Old City walls and the and respected families of Jerusalem
constructed buildings that became the core of the neighborhood of “Sheikh

2 Vilnay Encyclopedia of Jerusalem, Vol. 2 (Jerusalem: Achiever Publishing, 
1993), 1152-1153 (Hebrew); B. Spafford Vester, Our Jerusalem (Kfar Saba: Ariel, 1992), 
76 (Hebrew).
3

an inn with stables was located near the tomb. The place appears in the Van de Wilde map 

man.
Vilnay Encyclopedia of Jerusalem, Vol. 2 (Jerusalem: Achiever Publishing, 

1993), 1152-1153 (Hebrew); Y. Ben-Arieh, 
in the Nineteenth Century

Old City During the Late Ottoman Period,” in E. Shaltiel, (ed.) Jerusalem in the Modern 
Period
175 (Hebrew).
4

the Old City Walls (Jerusalem: Keter Publishing, 1991), 183 (Hebrew).
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Jarrah.” According to the 1905 Ottoman census, 167 families lived in the
“Sheikh Jarrah” quarter.5

The building in the neighborhood was al- , which has appeared
on maps since the 1840s and served as the summer residence of the Husayni
family. At the end of the 19th century, the building was renovated by Sheikh Tahir
al-Husayni, the mufti of Jerusalem at the time, who turned it into a grand
villa.6 His son, [Hajj] Amin al-Husayni, who served during the time of the British

as the “Grand ” – the leader of the Arab residents of Palestine,
president of the Supreme Council, and chairman of the Supreme Arab
Committee – grew up in this house as well.7

Haj Rashid Al- , the son of a rival family to the Al-Husayni family,
also built a grand home in the area, and following him, additional members
of the family and later the Jara’llah and other families constructed
homes there as well.8 Two additional grand and important buildings that were
constructed in the neighborhood during those years were the villa of Rabbah
Effendi al-Husayni, which was purchased after his death by members of the
American Colony and today serves as the American Colony Hotel, and the villa
of Ismail Bey al-Husayni, which received the title “Orient House” and served
during the 1980s and the 1990s as a center of activities for the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) in East Jerusalem (and today serves as an of the World
Health Organization, (WHO)).9

5

Jarrah quarter included the “Hussayni” neighborhood (a compound south of the Sheikh 
Jarrah mosque that is today considered part of the neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah) and the 
neighborhoods of Wadi al-Joz and Bab al-Sahiarah.
6

D. Kryoanker, Jerusalem Architecture, 68.
7  (Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 
2002), 125 (Hebrew).
8

Arieh, 476-477; Kroyanker, 159; Kark and Landman, 191-192; S. Tamari, Jerusalem
1948 (Jerusalem: Institute of Jerusalem Studies and Badil, Resource Center, 1999), 55.
9

Kroyanker, Jerusalem Architecture, 177-178. According to Kroyanker, a reception for 
Kaiser Wilhelm took place at this villa during his visit to Jerusalem in 1898, and in 1952 
it was turned into one of the few hotels in East Jerusalem. Regarding the villa of Rabbah 
Effendi  Al-Husayni, see Kroyanker, Jerusalem Architecture , 177-182. Kroyanker 
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Although Sheikh Jarrah developed during the 19th century as a neighborhood
external to the Old City of Jerusalem, it earned an important status in terms
of Palestinian national heritage because members of eminent and respected
Palestinian families resided there during the time of the , as did individuals
such as the mufti Amin Al-Husayni, Jerusalem Raghib al- , the
historian George Antonius, and the writer Is’af al- , who are -order
symbols of Palestinian identity.10

During the third of the 19th century, a Jewish residential neighborhood
was constructed surrounding a holy Jewish site that is traditionally considered
to be the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik. Shimon HaTzadik was a high priest who
had lived in Jerusalem during the Hellenic period of the Second Temple and was
one of the sages of Knesset HaGdola (the highest council of Jewish sages during
the Second Temple period).”11 He is mentioned in the Talmud as someone who
welcomed Alexander the Great upon his arrival in the Land of Israel in the fourth
century BCE. The attributes the saying, “The world rests upon three
things: Torah, service (to God), and good deeds” to him.12 to the tomb is the
Small Cave of Sanhedrin, where, according to tradition, members of the Small
Sanhedrin (a judicial body of the Second Temple) that operated in Jerusalem are
buried.13 The mention of this site can be found in the testimony of Rabbi

claims that the building was constructed in 1865-1876 and sold to the American family 
of Spafford in 1881. The Rabbah Effendi villa also appears in the memoirs of Serene Al-
Husseini Shahid. See S. Al-Husseini Shahid, Jerusalemite (Tel Aviv: Andalus, 2006) 14-

Jerusalem
 (Jerusalem: Hebrew

10

developed, once could distinguish between its northeastern part, which was more 
prestigious, and its western part, where the houses were smaller; see Kark and Landman, 

Jerusalem's
Other Voice
see Kroyanker, 297 and Annex 14.
11

12

11.5.2009, http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-3709667,00.html (Hebrew).
13

Gershon the Wise from Nahalat Shimon
See Annex 9.
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Yaakov HaShaliach, who visited Jerusalem in 1235. The Karaite Shmuel Ben-
David, who visited the city in 1641, also tells of his visit to this burial cave.14

Testimonies from the 19th century (during the time of the Ottoman Empire)
reveal that the tomb was a pilgrimage destination, particularly for Jews from
eastern communities. Popular, well-attended celebrations would take place
annually on the holiday of Lag Ba’Omer, simultaneous to the celebrations that
took place at the tomb of Rabbi Shimon Bar-Yohai on .15 In his book
“Gershon the Wise from Shimon,” Yona Cohen wrote that the residents
of Jerusalem envied the residents of Safed because of the massive gatherings at

and therefore set Lag Ba’Omer as the day on which they would
worship at the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik.16

The celebrations at the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik included candle lighting,
dancing, prayers, haircuts for children, and monetary donations determined by
the weight of the hair that was trimmed.17 This sacred Jewish site was under
Arab ownership until 1876.18 According to testimonies, the annual festivity that
took place on Lag Ba’Omer was a massive celebration in which the entire city
participated, including Christians and . William Lynch, who visited
Jerusalem in the mid-19th century, wrote that the local celebrations were a “very
impressive sight” and mentioned the participation of “many Turks and Christians”
as well as foreign consuls. Pinhas Grayevsky, who wrote about the life of the old
Jewish settlement in Jerusalem, notes in his book that would come every
year to watch the Jews’ festivities and that “the wives of the Ishmaelites would
also come and stake a permanent place on the hill facing the square.”19

14

15

16 Gershon the Wise from Nahalat Shimon, 35. Pinhas Grayevsky also claimed 

a visit to the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik. See Ben-Arieh, 41. On this matter, see also Y. 

HaTzadik and Kfar HaShiloah” in ,
Vol. 28 (2007-08), 427, 440 (note 11) (Hebrew).
17

18

19 The Book of the Yishuv (Jerusalem: 
Solomon Press, 1938-39) 36 (Hebrew).
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The site of Shimon HaTzadik’s tomb was recognized as Jewish territory during
the Ottoman era, and the Arabs termed in “Al-Yahudiyyah” (the Jewish [place]).20

The site was Arab-owned throughout these years and testimonies from the 19th

century indicated that Jews who visited the site received a key to the cave from
the “Ishmaelite” owner for which they were required to pay a symbolic entrance
fee, as “payment for damages” because of the harm that visitors caused to
the trees and vegetation that grew in the near the tomb.21 In 1876 the heads
of the “Sephardic Community Council” and the heads of the Ashkenazi “General
Council of the Congregation of Israel” united and, for 16,000 francs, jointly
purchased the cave of Shimon HaTzadik and the cave of the Small Sanhedrin, as
well as 17.5 dunam (one dunam is about ¼ of an acre) located nearby.22 According
to the contract signed between the trusts following this purchase, it was agreed to
divide the territory between the two Jewish communities (not by parceling and
registering ownership but as an internal arrangement) with the exception of the
caves, which were as joint property. The entire property was registered
with the Ottoman authorities in the name of Rabbi Avraham Ashkenazi (who

20 Annals in the History of the Jewish Yishuv

21 Halevanon, 5 (21) of June 25, 1868, 332-333 (Hebrew); 
11(38) of September 25, 1867, 300 (Hebrew). Vilnay, 1171. Ben-Porat et al., 224. Paz, 

HaTzadik and Kfar HaShiloah,” 427.
22 Annals in the History of the Jewish Yishuv, 224-226. Vilnay, 
Vilnay Encyclopedia of Jerusalem, Vol. 2, 1171. Ben-Arieh, 41, 253. Cohen, Gershon the 
Wise, 31. According to Ben-Porat and others, the amount was 15,000 francs. According to 
Ben-Arieh, it was 16,000 francs. Yona Cohen’s book claims that the amount was 17,000. 

There are various claims regarding the size of the territory purchased: Ya’ir Paz estimates 

Halevanon, 12 (28) 
of February 23, 1876, 222-223. For the Ottoman purchase dead see Amnon Cohen et al., 

Jerusalem – The 19th Century (Jerusalem, 2003), 50-53 (Hebrew); Shmuel Shamir, in 
an article about the property of the Sephardic community (Bamaarekhet, August 1968, 
Hebrew), and A. Yaari, in Shluhi Eretz Israel, enlarged on the history of the purchase.
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had been born in Turkey), representative of the Sephardic Jews, and Rabbi
Auerbach, representative of the Ashkenazi Jews.23

In 1890 the cornerstone was laid for the construction of the neighborhood of
“Shimon HaTzadik” in the portion belonging to the Sephardic community, east
of Road and adjacent to the tomb. The neighborhood was build at the
initiative of the Sephardic community leaders and was intended for the poor of the
community and for religious scholars, and it was characterized by modest closely
constructed houses built on the slopes of the hill.24 In 1916, 45 individuals lived
in the neighborhood in 13 households.25 The Ashkenazi portion of the property
south of the tomb remained open space, and during the time of Jordanian control
(in 1956), 28 housing units for Palestinian refugees were constructed there.

23

press and editor of “Havatzelet,” harshly criticized the decision to purchase the land and 

destruction will devour all that remains and the gifts of charity … Is this the time to 

orchards and a plot of land on which, according to legend, one of the forefathers is buried? 
Did the representatives of the kollels of our city do right when they bought the piece on 
land with the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik outside of the city for 800 lira of the charitable 
funds they hold and which were borrowed from the kollel in order to send a representative 

Gershon the 
Wise, 31. Ben-Arieh, 255.
The partition agreement is available at Grayevsky, The Book of the Yishuv, 38. Under the 

a plan for partition of the area, and the two sides then drew lots to determine which side 
would receive which part.
24

Shimon HaTzadik and Kfar HaShiloah,” 430. D. Goren, “The Parcel of Land Belonging 
to Shimon HaTzadik,” Makor Rishon, 8.9.2010, 38 (Hebrew). Vilnay, p. 1172. Cohen, 
Gershon the Wise from Nahalat Shimon, 34.
25  (Jerusalem: Benjamin Kluger, 
1978-79), 9. In 1938, during the “riots”/”Arab revolt,” the neighborhood was temporarily 
abandoned. It was re-inhabited in 1940. According to Ya’ir Paz, during the 1940s the 
neighborhood was in a sad state and suffering from neglect, with the younger generation 
having left and the neighborhood's apartments inhabited only by elderly residents. See 
Paz, “Jewish Retreat in Jerusalem,” 430. 
The Ashkenazi community leaders wanted to build a similar neighborhood in its territory 
and towards this end established a construction company, but the neighborhood was 
eventually built near Jaffa Road and the compound remained vacant. See Goren, “Parcel 
of Land,” 39; Paz, “Jewish Retreat in Jerusalem,” 430.
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In 1891 construction also began to the west of Road and the tomb
of Shimon HaTzadik (a compound known today as “Umm Haroun”) on the
neighborhood of “ Shimon,” which was initiated by a private company.
The property purchased by this company was parceled and sold to individuals.26

Residents of the neighborhood belonged to three communities – Yemenite,
Halabi, and Georgian – and were of a low socio-economic status.27 In 1916, 93
families, comprising 259 individuals, lived in this neighborhood, which had
four synagogues.28 A report of the Jewish Agency from 1938 described
physical conditions within the neighborhood, including poverty and crowdedness,
and termed some of the homes “ for human habitation.”29

In 1918 the Delegates’ Committee (Va’ad HaTsirim), headed by
Chaim Weizmann, funded the renovation of the cave, the tomb and its environs.
The name of the organization was engraved on a plaque at the entrance to
the Small Sanhedrin cave, underscoring its Jewish- symbolic importance.30

The place has also been inscribed in Israeli consciousness as a result of the Arab

26 Book of the Yishuv, 35.
27 Gershon the Wise from Nahalat 
Shimon
1173.
Interestingly, Yona Cohen’s book – about the life story of Gershon the Wise and his 

Arabs of Sheikh Jarrah and tells of meetings and conversations that took place (in Arabic) 

to Cohen, the two spoke among other things about the “new Jews.” The mufti spoke 
bitterly about them and criticized them for not even speaking “the language of this land – 
Arabic” and Gershon the Wise also expressed criticism of the Jewish leaders who speak 
condescendingly to Arabs and rely too heavily on money to buy lands and on the support 
of nations “that want to be rid of the Jews” and who are dismissive of the need to speak 

Gershon the Wise, 24-25, 100-101.
28

, 9.
29

30

HaTzadik.” See Cohen, Gershon the Wise from Nahalat Shimon, 34.
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attack of April 1948 against a convoy to Scopus, which resulted in the
deaths of 78 employees of the Hebrew University and “Hadassah” Hospital (an
Arab response to what was described as the “Deir Yassin massacre”).31 In 1967,
following the Six Day War, a monument in memory of the fallen was constructed
in Sheikh Jarrah.

2. The Use of Symbols of Heritage and Holiness
In the Israeli-Palestinian , holy sites operate as symbols of identity for
local and external recruitment in support of the struggle between the two national
movements. They serve as a magnet for population settlement and presence and
as a sacred value for which members of the religion and nationality are willing to

. An example may be found in the struggle that developed during the years
1999-2008 surrounding a cave near the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik, which some
call the Cave of the Ramban ( ).” In 1999, with the start of the Jewish
settlement near the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik, Knesset Benyamin Elon
(Ha’Ichud HaLeumi) led an action aimed at taking control of the next to the
tomb of Shimon HaTzadik. The property is maintained by a Palestinian family
that administers it as part of a family charitable endowment – Waqf Abu Jibna.

doubt has been cast on the of a cave called al-
by the Palestinians as the same cave where Rabbi Ben

(the Ramban) apparently resided in the 13th century. A small group of Breslev
Hasidim regularly prayed at the place during the British and after 1967.32

In 2000 the Palestinian family that manages the cave built a fence around the
space, after which a number of Jews went to Court to demand that the cave and the
surrounding territory be recognized as a Jewish holy site. In 2000 then-
of Religious Affairs Yitzhak Cohen of the political party Shas indeed declared
the site a holy place under the Protection of Holy Places Law of 1967. Following
a petition by the Palestinian family to the High Court of Justice opposing this
declaration, then- of Justice and of Religious Affairs Yossi

31

 (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 2009) 139-
141 (Hebrew). See Annex 18.
32

a1,a6; September 29, 2003, b3. See Annex 18.
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Beilin established a committee of experts headed by Dr. Shmuel Berkovittz.
This committee found that the site known as the “cave of the Ramban” is a “low
level” holy place for Jews, but the Advisor on Jewish Law at the of
Justice, Dr. Vigoda, wrote an opposing legal opinion, which later served
as the basis for overruling that decision issuing a ruling that approved Palestinian
ownership over this site.33 The “cave of the Ramban” case is an example of the
inherent link between political processes and the sacred geography – the need
to imbue territory in dispute with value-based . Benyamin Elon and
others’ of the place was intended to support takeover of additional
territory for the purposes of settlement. In this way, sacredness is used for the
abovementioned objectives.

Jarrah, creates national symbols for recruitment in the struggle for control and 
settlement of the place. For example, Yehonatan Yosef, spokesman for the 
neighborhood of “Shimon HaTzadik,” characterized Jewish settlement in Sheikh 
Jarrah as a matter of “historical justice … when the place where 78 casualties 
of the Hadassah convoy were murdered is settled by Jews.”34 The rhetoric that 
accompanied the plan to establish a Jewish neighborhood in the area of the nearby 
Shepherd Hotel also made use of the fact that the neighborhood was to be built 
on the ruins of a building that had belonged to mufti Hajj Amin al-Husayni.35 Al-
Husayni initiated construction of the building in the 1920s. Later the historian 

33

in the Israeli-Palestinian Context

Holy,” Haaretz

Ynet,
13.6.2000 (Hebrew). http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-17554,00.htm.
34 NRG, 11.3.2010 (Hebrew). 
See http://www.nrg.co.il/online/1/ART2/042/562.html.
35 NRG, 11.3.2010, 

with the Facts,” Israel Today, 25.3.2010, http://www.israelhayom.co.il/site/newsletter_
opinion.php?id=3403 (Hebrew).
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George Antonius and his wife Katy resided there, and later still it was transformed 
into the Shepherd Hotel. In 1985 the hotel was bought by the Jewish American 

36

In July 2009, following the international criticism of planned construction there, 

throughout the world to use the photograph of the mufti during his meeting with 
Hitler in 1941 as part of the public relations efforts on this issue.37

3. The Geopolitical of the Neighborhood
Sheikh Jarrah has both municipal and international importance.38 It is located
near the Kidron River rise and on the route from the Old City northwards as
well as the route to Scopus. Sheikh Jarrah links the Arab neighborhoods
in the center of eastern and southern Jerusalem with the Arab neighborhoods
throughout the northern part of the city. A number of consulates and diplomatic
representatives are located in Sheikh Jarrah and nearby, including those of Britain,
Turkey, Belgium, Spain, France, Italy, and Sweden, as well as of the United

for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), the World
Health Organization (WHO), the European Union, the organization , and
the Red Cross. The neighborhood also hosts a branch of the Young Women’s
Christian Association (YWCA), of foreign grant-making foundations
(The Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, The Friedrich Stiftung ( ), and the
Belgian agency Belgian Technical Cooperation (BTC)), and the Center for the
Defence of the Individual ( ), a human rights organization. The well-
known American Colony Hotel is situated in the center of the neighborhood, next

36

Jerusalem,” Haaretz 3.9.2009 (Hebrew). Pappe, Aristocracy of the Land
“5 Comments on the Situation,” Haaretz, 24.7.2009 (Hebrew). See Annex 15.
37 The
Independent, 25.7.2009 http://license.icopyright.net/user/viewFreeUse.act?fuid=ODk4 

“Israel to use Hitler shot for PR,” BBC News, 22.7.2009: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/
hi/8162841.stm
38

parts that border with Wadi Joz and the neighborhood of Al-Sahira (the Flowers Gate / 
Herod’s Gate to the Old City).
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to the Sheikh Jarrah . A number of additional hotels are located within
this neighborhood as well. Sheikh Jarrah also hosts Palestinian educational and
cultural institutions such as the “Hind Al-Husayni” Girls’ School of Al-
University,  (

, in English” :the home of the Arab child), and various schools.39 The
Palestinian theater Al-Hakawati is also nearby, as is “Orient House,” in which the
“Center for Arab Studies,” once headed by Faisal al-Husayni, operated.

After 1967 Israeli government institutions, including the national headquarters
of the Israel police and a government compound, were built alongside the
neighborhood. The girls’ high school Al- ’muniyah was built in the plot of
land that had belonged to the mufti, but it was never opened and the building
was transferred to the Israeli of Interior. A large medical center was
established nearby to serve Palestinan patients.

4. Proprietary and Legal Issues Behind the Displacement of
Palestinian Families

As mentioned, in 1876 the heads of two charitable trusts the Sephardic
Community Council and the Ashkenazi General Council of the Congregation of
Israel purchased the cave of Shimon HaTzadik, the Small Cave of Sanhedrin, and
an area of 17.5 dunam nearby. A few dozen Jewish families then settled in the two
neighborhoods that were built in this area.40

During the 1948 War, the residents of the Jewish neighborhoods of “Shimon
HaTzadik”and “ Shimon”wereevacuatedfromtheirhomes.Representatives
of the “Hagana” and, later, the British authorities requested the residents to leave
their homes immediately because of the violence and the Jordanian Legion’s

39

40

developed during the 1930s and was abandoned in late 1947-early 1948. See Paz, “Jewish 
Retreat in Jerusalem,” 432-435.
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entrance into the eastern part of Jerusalem.41 After 1948, the area came under
Jordanian control and the management of the Jordanian Custodian of Enemy
Property.42 of the houses remained intact, and Palestinian refugees settled
in them.43

In 1956, in the context of a cooperative project between the government of
Jordan and , 28 Palestinian refugee families were housed in a residential
compound (26 dual-family houses and two single-family houses) that had been
constructed in the neighborhood to the east of Road and south of the cave
of Shimon HaTzadik (named the Karam al-Ja’uni” Compound). In exchange,
the residents were required to relinquish their refugee ration cards, that is,
their right to receive material assistance from relief and works agencies of the
United and the Jordanian government. This did not, however, change
the Palestinian residents’ status as refugees according to the criteria
or their demand for return of or monetary compensation for the property they
abandoned in Israel. The rental lease that the Arab residents of the compound
signed with the government of Jordan stated that the agreement does not in any
way affect their rights in their country of origin, and if they return to their original
homes they will be required to return the property in this neighborhood to the
government of Jordan (see the annexed agreement).44 Each apartment was 60
square meters in size, on a yard of 350 square meters in size. Every family that
entered the compound was required to pay symbolic rental fees to the Jordanian

of Economy and Development in the sum of one Jordanian dinar per
year.45 The agreement stated that after three years and three months have passed,

41

Result of War (Beer-Sheva: Ben-Gurion University Press, 2001), 21-27. Regarding the 
Gershon the Wise from Nahalat Shimon,

113.
42

(Jerusalem: The Jerusalem Institute for 
Israel Studies, 1993) 35-57. 
43 .
44

Annex 7.
45

like to express our gratitude to Attorney Hatem Abu-Ahmad for providing us with a 
copy of this agreement. The families claim that they were promised that after three years 
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the residents may renew the lease, under the same conditions, for an additional 30
years, after which they could renew it for another 33 years.46

Following the Six Day War and the implementation of Israeli law, jurisdiction,
and administration in East Jerusalem, the properties that had been managed by
the “Jordanian Custodian of Enemy Property,” which included lands in this
area, were transferred to the Custodian General within the of Justice in
accordance with the 1970 Legal and Administrative  (Regulation) Law
[Consolidated Version].47 The Sephardic Community Council and the General
Council of the Congregation of Israel then initiated legal proceedings for the
release of the properties to them and registration of the properties in their names.48

These proceedings concluded in September 1972 and ownership of the properties
was transferred within the Land Registry. According to the attorney representing
the families who live there, the registration took place without any announcement,
without to the families, and in an improper manner.49

In 1982 the two Jewish trusts brought suit against 23 families that resided in
the neighborhood of Shimon HaTzadik alongside and to the south of the cave
of Shimon HaTzadik and demanded their removal from 17 apartments within

of residence they would receive legal title to the homes and that this promise was not 
kept. We do not have the means to verify or refute this claim. See their claim in the 
booklet: Civic Coalition for Defending Palestinian Rights in Jerusalem, Dispossession
and Eviction in Jerusalem (Jerusalem: The Civic Coalition for Defending Palestinian 
Rights in Jerusalem, 2009).
46

project in Sheikh Jarrah.
47

[Consolidated Version], Book of Laws, 1970, 138.
48

Registry and Regulation Unit et al.; [Civil Appeals Authority - Civil Appeal 6239/08 

(Hebrew). One of the Palestinian tenants’ appeals claimed that the Land Registry registered 
ownership of the place without proper examination of the documents.
49
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the compound.50 The Palestinian families’ attorney at the time, Yitzhak Tussia-
Cohen, reached a negotiated agreement (an agreement between the parties
achieved during the course of the legal proceedings) that was granted the status
of court ruling, according to which the families recognized the trusts’ ownership
of the place in exchange for recognition of their status as “protected tenants.”51 It
is not clear whether the fact that the original property, which had been vacant,
underwent renovations implemented by the Jordanian government, including
construction and connection to infrastructures, was taken into account.

The residents’ submissions to the court claimed, among other things, that the
agreement was made “by mistake, deceit, and misdirection” and had not been
approved by some of the families. They further claimed that Attorney Tussia-
Cohen accepted the agreement because he was not aware of key facts of the
matter.52 The negotiated agreement was granted the status of a court ruling and,
because the residents were recognized as protected tenants of the property, the
court decided to reject the demand for removal.53 The residents of the place

50

Cohen, the attorney who represented the Palestinian families (who claim that Tussia-Cohen 
did not have their approval for this agreement), did not appeal the validity of the petition 
for ownership by the trusts but, instead, reaching a binding negotiated agreement – which 
can be appealed only if proven to be based on false evidence – recognizing the families as 

them are guaranteed the right to live in the homes as long as they pay rent and abide by 
the severe restrictions regarding maintenance and renovation of the homes.
51

2008 (3) 2530 (Hebrew); Civil File (Jerusalem) 3457/82 The Sephardic Community 

Compound,” NRG, 26.8.2008, http://www.nrg.co.il/online/54/ART1/778/643.html 
(Hebrew).
52

Attorney Hatem Abu Ahmed, July 2010. Hyman, “Shimon HaTzadik’s Hot Compound.”
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573 (Hebrew).
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were effectively recognized as having long-term rental rights and were therefore
required to pay rent to the owners and to maintain the property in an appropriate
manner,54 although most of them did not do so. This, therefore, is the legal basis
for the eviction of the tenants from the houses: failure to meet their obligations as
tenants of the rental property.55

In 1993 the two Jewish trusts began suits for payment of rental fees
and removal of the Palestinian tenants from the place, claiming that they have
not paid rent, that some of them are making changes and additions to structures
without a permit, and that they have not maintained the property in an appropriate
manner.56 In 2001 the Jerusalem ’ Court accepted the trusts’ demand,
and an appeal challenging the ruling was denied.57 In 1997 Sulayman Darwish
Hajazi attempted to challenge the Jewish ownership of the houses, claiming that
he found documents in the central Ottoman archives in Istanbul and the Jordanian
archives according to which his family is the owner of part of the compound.58

His petition was denied, as was his appeal to the Supreme Court.59 The petitions
of some of the Palestinian tenants to declare the negotiated agreement null and
void were also denied.60

54

55 Eviction of Tenants from Their Homes and the Settlement Plan in Sheikh 

56

Kurd Family to Be Evicted from the Shimon HaTzadik Compound,” Kol Ha’Ir, 16.8.2002 
(Hebrew).
57

58

Darwish Sulayman vs. The Sephardic Community Council et al., Jerusalem District 
Court 2002 (2) 66542 (Hebrew). Civil Appeal 4126/05 Sulayman Darwish Hijazi vs. the 

(Hebrew).
59
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According to the journalist and researcher Shragai, the two Jewish
trusts sold their properties within the compound (for three million dollars) to
an organization of settlers named “Homot Shalem.”61 Later, ownership of the
territory was transferred to an organization named “ Shimon International,”
which aims to advance construction and settlement plans in Sheikh Jarrah.62 In
August 2008 this organization submitted a plan to the Regional Committee for
Planning and Construction (Urban Building Scheme 12705) for the destruction of
homes they own in which Palestinians reside, for the removal of 500 Palestinian
residents, and for the construction of a Jewish neighborhood with 200 housing
units.63 The decision of the compound’s original owners (the two Jewish councils)
to transfer ownership of the territory to settlers’ organizations had a decisive

on the later developments. The chairman of the Sephardic Community
Council, Yehezkel  (a former Labor party Knesset member), explained
that he decided to cooperate with the settlers’ group not on the basis of political
motives but because of the conduct of the Palestinian tenants who built without
permits and without coordination and tried to take over structures to which they
had no legal right.64 of the “General Council” were reluctant to sell
the property but eventually the deal was approved by Rabbi Yosef Elyashiv, the
senior Ashkenazi Haredi rabbi.65

A public and legal question that has yet to be adequately addressed and
is the following: Is it appropriate that a community charitable trust site

designated and foremost for the poor of the community and for the purpose

61

from Their Homes,” Haaretz, 12.10.2001 (Hebrew).
62

63

Homes in Sheikh Jarrah,” Haaretz, 18.5.2009 (Hebrew); http://www.haaretz.co.il/hasite/
spages/1086373.html  (Hebrew).
64

from Their Homes,” Haaretz, 12.10.2001 (Hebrew).
65

from Their Homes,” Haaretz, 12.10.2001 (Hebrew).
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of residence near a holy site (the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik)66 be sold to an
ideological organization whose goals are not the same as the goals of those who
originally designated the site?

5. The Eviction of Palestinian Residents

Elon entered the compound in Sheikh Jarrah and took over a structure that had 

67

In time they entered other structures in the place – apparently by purchasing 
them, although the Palestinian side claims that it was by illegal takeover (we 

Jewish settlement in the neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah, and the organizations 
worked towards this goal through various means. According to the journalist 

these developments behind the scenes.68

funding for the security of the settlers through a private security company at a 
cost of 400,000 shekels annually.69

In 1999, following legal proceedings against the family of Rifqa al-Kurd, 
claiming that they had undertaken illegal renovations and expanded the existing 
property in violation of the terms of the negotiated agreement of 1982, the Court 
ruled that the family members be evicted from the renovated portion and that it 

66 Gershon the Wise, 33, and Ben-Porat et al. (eds.) Annals
in the History of the Jewish Yishuv, 225-226 (Hebrew). Goren, “The Parcel of Land 
Belonging to Shimon HaTzadik.”
67

Jarrah, Former Synagogue,” Haaretz, 16.10.1998 (Hebrew).

Their Homes,” Haaretz
Settlers and Palestinians Surrounding Ownership of House in Sheikh Jarrah,” Haaretz,
18.2.1999 (Hebrew).
68

from Their Homes,” Haaretz, 12.10.2001 (Hebrew).
69

Haaretz, 12.7.1999 (Hebrew).
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be sealed.70 Following that, Jewish settlers entered the compound.71

2008, after prolonged legal proceedings in which they eventually lost, the family 

as a result of a heart attack.72

The eviction of this family drew widespread local and international attention 
to the issue of Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah. Later, in August 2009, following 
another court ruling, the families of Hanun and Al-Ghawi, who numbered 53 
individuals, were expelled as well.73 In their place, the organization settled Jewish 
residents. According to information we received from the Jewish neighborhood 
manager, 18 nuclear Jewish families and two bachelors reside in the place (in 
the homes of the evicted families and in additional houses in the compound of 
“Shimon HaTzadik).74

70 Dispossession and 
Eviction in Jerusalem (Jerusalem: The Civic Coalition for Defending Palestinian, 2009), 
9. See also http://www.justjlm.org/families/. See Annex 6. 
71

Walla, 3.11.2009, http://news.ep.walla.co.il/?w=/22/1600902 (Hebrew).
72 Haaretz, 26.12.2008 (Hebrew).
73

Two Palestinian Families Evicted from Sheikh Jarrah,” Haaretz

Sidewalk,” Haaretz, 6.8.2009 (Hebrew). A. Eldar, “Sheikh Jarrah Evacuees: We were 
evicted by mistake,” Haaretz, 19.8.2009 (Hebrew). See Annex 6.
Following the 2001 ruling, the families of Hanoun and Ghawi were evicted, but they 

charged with contempt of court because of non-payment of rent and because of his refusal 
to vacate his home. The order sentenced him to three months’ incarceration; see Civil 

Abed AlFatah Gawi et al. vs. The Sephardic Community Council of Jerusalem, Supreme 
Court (issued 16.2.2009) (Hebrew). A. Weiss, “The Eviction in Sheikh Jarrah: Protest in 
Jerusalem, Condemnation Around the World,” Ynet, 3.8.2009 (Hebrew).
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facing similar measures.75

Initially, the displaced families set up a protest tent in front of the house 
from which they had been forcibly removed. Later, after the oversight unit of 

the nights. Some of those displaced spend the day on the sidewalk in front of the 

information to visitors as part of their public struggle for local and international 
support. In addition, another Jewish family has recently settled in the compound 

dozen housing units (originally it has 93). In September 2010 the Supreme Court 
rejected an appeal by Palestinian families claiming ownership over properties 
in this compound, thereby providing an opening for the eviction of Palestinian 

lease as protected tenants, as in the case of the legal action that was taken against 
families in the compound near the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik.76

6. Legal Issues Related to the Properties in East and West
Jerusalem

The displacement of Palestinian tenants – refugees from 1948 who lost other
homes and properties in West Jerusalem and in additional areas that came under
Israeli sovereignty as a result of the 1948 War – raises the question of properties
lost by both Jews and Arabs in the war and the question of restitution for these
properties.

75

Sheikh Jarrah in East Jerusalem,” Haaretz, 7.4.2010 (Hebrew).
76

from Sheikh Jarrah,” Haaretz, 28.9.2010 (Hebrew). For the ruling, see Civil Appeal 
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During the course of the war, efforts were made to house Jewish refugees in
Arab houses and neighborhoods that had been abandoned in Jerusalem. Until the

, in June 1948, Jews who had from the Jewish ,
Shimon, and other places were housed in Romemah, Katamon, Talbieh, and
Rehavia – former predominantly Arab neighborhoods in West Jerusalem – among
other locations. Towards the end of 1948, Jewish refugees began to be housed
primarily in abandoned houses in Baq’a, the Greek Colony, and the German
Colony.77 According to the testimony of Ben-Yair, former attorney
general and resident of “ Shimon,” his family, like other Jewish families
who had been displaced from their homes in 1948, was housed in substitute
housing and then granted complete ownership of substitutionary property in the
neighborhood of Romema from the Israeli Custodian of Absentee Property; that
is, they received the homes and shops abandoned by Palestinians. Ben-Yair and
his family believe that the compensation they received was adequate and decided
not to petition for the property that had been theirs in Sheikh Jarrah, even though
the Custodian General was willing to assist them in reestablishing ownership of
that property.78

It appears that the Israeli land authorities are prepared to assist Jews who
seek to realize their property rights for assets they had owned in East Jerusalem
before 1948, regardless of whether the original Jewish owners already received
substitutionary property from the government of Israel. In contrast, Palestinians
who owned property in West Jerusalem (or in other places within the Green Line)
cannot reclaim their property because it has been transferred (according to the
1950 Absentee Property Law) to the Custodian of Absentee Property, located in
the of Finance, which in turn sold it to the state (which in the meantime
transferred most of it to other private and public entities).79

77 , 20-51, 72-74.
78

had served as frontier-station of the “Hagana.” It should be noted that some former 

their properties within the neighborhood. See Y. Altman, “We Want to Return to Sheikh 
Ynet, 14.10.2010: http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-

3969690,00.html (Hebrew).
79

205 (Hebrew).
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According to and Benvenisti, following the annexation of East
Jerusalem, Israeli authorities realized that ignoring the claims of East Jerusalem
residents regarding their properties within Israel is inconsistent with the release
of properties owned by Jews in East Jerusalem, and it undermines Israeli efforts
to make the of Jerusalem permanent and irreversible. On the other
hand, government feared that recognizing the rights of Palestinians from
East Jerusalem to their properties in Israel would create a precedent for “right of
restitution.”80 For this reason the government decided not to allow the return of
properties to residents of East Jerusalem, but it did amend the Absentee Property
Law in 197381 to allow Palestinians living within the Green Line and in East
Jerusalem to claim compensation for properties transferred to the Custodian of
Absentee Property on the basis of the property’s value on 29.11.1947; if the sum
is large, it is to be paid in 15 installments over the course of 15 years.82 The
amended law does not allow Palestinians to receive their properties in actuality
but only reparation money. Very few Palestinians tried to exercise their right to
compensation both because such a move is seen as granting legitimacy to Israel’s
actions and because the compensatory value under the law was miniscule in
relation to the real value of the property. , many Palestinians objected
to a solution that would apply only to a minority of refugees and leave others out,
and they therefore demanded a full and comprehensive solution to the refugee
problem.83

A petition to the High Court of Justice in 2008 by Abu-Gosh
the Palestinians face in practice when seeking to implement

property rights. Her father owned properties in Abu-Gosh, but in 1948 he left the
village at the request of Israeli authorities, who promised that he would be resettled
there after the war. He was only able to return in 1972, and in his absence, he was
declared “absentee” and his properties transferred to the Custodian of Absentee

80 Private Property and the Israeli-Palestinian Settlement
(Jerusalem: The Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies, 1998) 28 (Hebrew).
81

(Hebrew).
82 , 91 (Hebrew). 
See Absentees’ Property (Compensation) Law, 5733-1973, Book of Laws, 164, Articles 
2, 6, 10, 15 and the supplement “Calculation of Compensation for Property Owners.”
83 , 205-206.
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Property and later sold to the Development Authority. His request to have his
property returned was denied by the Custodian, and he rejected the suggestion
that he submit a claim for compensation in accordance with the Absentees’
Property (Compensation) Law of 1973. After her father’s death, the daughter,

Abu-Gosh, sought to have the that her father was an “absentee”
voided and to have the property returned to her as the legal heir, but her request
was denied.84 The High Court of Justice judges found that the request for the
return of property had already been addressed in the past and that the father had
been advised to petition for compensation but had not submitted such a petition
or appealed the decision. The High Court of Justice also found that the question
of voiding the that the father was an absentee should be referred to the
appropriate civil court.85

After 1967 the government of Israel debated whether to apply the Absentee
Property Law to Palestinian properties in East Jerusalem. Shortly afterwards it
decided that East Jerusalem residents would not be considered “absentees” under
the Absentee Property Law with respect to their properties in East Jerusalem.86

That is, the Custodian of Absentee Property (who at the time was part of the
Israel Land Administration and today is supervised by the of Finance)
cannot take possession of their properties in East Jerusalem. The decision was
accepted, among other reasons, because of concerns about Palestinian agitation
in East Jerusalem and international pressure that would erode the legitimacy of
Israeli control in the eastern part of the city.87 This decision was also
in legislation,88 but the law does not apply to Palestinians who were originally
residents of the West Bank and owned property in areas that were annexed in
East Jerusalem.89 , in 1969 the attorney general at the time (and later
the president of the Supreme Court), Shamgar, instructed the Israeli Land

84

Property et al., Supreme Court (Hebrew).
85
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87 Haaretz, 21.1.2005 (Hebrew).
88

Lands
, 87.

89 Private Property and the Israeli-Palestinian Settlement, 27.
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Administration that the Absentee Property Law must not be applied to properties
located in East Jerusalem that belong to residents of Judea and Samaria. Shamgar
wrote that “there is no for having the annexation of East Jerusalem,
and only the annexation, lead to dispossession of personal property that has not
in fact been abandoned but is, rather, located within area controlled by IDF forces
at the time the property comes into our possession.”90 The of Justice at
the time, Ya'akov Shimshon Shapira, approved this position, and then-Jerusalem

Teddy Kollek also supported it.91 In 1977 a “temporary arrangement that
will be reexamined” was adopted, according to which Palestinian residents of the
territories outside the Green Line who have properties in East Jerusalem would
have to approach the Custodian of Absentee Property at their own initiative and
request to continue using their properties.92

This issue resurfaced in the 1990s in the context of increased efforts by Jewish 
settlers’ organizations to purchase properties in the Old City and Silwan. An inter-

Haim Klugman exposed, among other things, instances of grave misconduct on 
the part of the Custodian of Absentee Property, who declared that Palestinians 
had abandoned their properties, thus enabling the transfer of such properties to 

places.93

Harish issued instructions calling for the transfer of properties to these groups on 

90

Haaretz, 6.1.2008 (Hebrew).
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Immediately,” news1, 1.2.2005: http://www.news1.co.il/Archive/001-D-63293-00.
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Rabin also declared that absenteeism was not to be used in order to displace 
permanent tenants who reside in East Jerusalem.94

The use of the Absentee Property Law for the purposes of Jewish settlement 
in East Jerusalem was only temporarily stopped, and it was renewed in July 
2004 because of the need to build the security fence. Following a decision of the 

Custodian of Absentee Property has authority over properties in East Jerusalem, 
but this decision was not publicly announced.95 The immediate motivation behind 
the decision was that parts of the security fence route passed through lands owned 
by Palestinians who reside in the West Bank (for example, the areas of Khirbet 

of it – a separation that undermined their ability to work their lands.96 This decision 

responsible for implementing the Absentee Property Law) immediately cease 
applying the law to properties of residents of Judea and Samaria (Israeli term 
for the West Bank administered area beyond East Jerusalem) in East Jerusalem. 

have the authority to make legal interpretations regarding the authority of the 
Custodian of Absentee Property. One of the rationales for his interpretation was 
that under international law, a state must respect the property rights of residents 
of territories captured in war.97

94
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Hospital Should Go to Haiti,” Haaretz

Haaretz
Ynet
in East Jerusalem,” 
administrative work on the setting of guidelines for practical problems resulting from 

was decided to permit landowners who had worked lands within Jerusalem to continue 

in East Jerusalem Appealed to the High Court of Justice: Publish the List of Absentee 
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The issue soon reached the court, which ruled in a number of cases that the 
Custodian of Absentee Property cannot take possession of properties located in 
East Jerusalem and belonging to Palestinians residing in Judea and Samaria nor 
does he have the authority to transfer them to another party. This is because Israel 
has effective control over Judea and Samaria, so the residents there cannot be 
considered “absentee” or residents of a hostile state.98

The method of registration of real estate ownership in East Jerusalem is itself 

the land registry under the old system and has not yet been organized and updated 

the Jewish settlers’ organizations to purchase lands from Arabs, and even making 

have been pressuring the government and state authorities to resolve and update 
property ownership registration in East Jerusalem.99

The legal status and practical position of Jewish refugees who were forced to 
leave East Jerusalem in 1948 are different from those of the Arab refugees. After 

Properties,” Haaretz

taken from Palestinian residents of Beit Sahrour for the construction of 188 housing units 
(of the 300 from the 2008 expansion) without compensation or judicial review, and during 
the third stage of neighborhood construction the press reported that approximately another 

that independent of the identity of the owners of the properties (abandoned or not), these 

Haaretz, 6.1.2008 (Hebrew)).
98

of legal trick not backed by any reality except annexation orders for certain territories; 
this is a form of lawmaking without law.” Y. Oz, “The District Court: Absentee Property 

Haaretz, 24.1.2006 
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99  (Jerusalem: 
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Law [Consolidated Version]) granting the Custodian General rights to Jewish 
properties that had been under Jordanian control during 1948-1967 and requiring 
the Custodian General to release the properties to their owners or owners’ heirs 
after legal review.100

It is noteworthy that whereas the Custodian of Absentee Property has, under 
the 1950 Absentee Property Law, broad discretion and is “permitted” but not 
obligated to release absentee property to its owners,101 the Custodian General 
must release properties to their original owners (after verifying their ownership 
documents).102 The 1970 law and the 1973 amendment to the Absentee Property 
Law (Absentees’ Property (Compensation) Law of 1973) together created a legal 
gap between the statuses of groups of owners who abandoned properties during 
the 1948 War. Palestinian owners of property within Israel can only receive 
compensation and only at the discretion of the Custodian of Absentee Property. 
Jewish owners of property in East Jerusalem before 1948 receive their properties 
in kind (unless expropriated for public purposes) without the Custodian General 
being able to exercise any discretion on the matter. 

On the basis of the 1970 law, the Jewish trusts at the “Shimon HaTzadik” 
site were granted renewed ownership of the compound at Sheikh Jarrah (later 

Palestinian residents who resided there were recognized as “protected tenants,” 
regarded as long-term renters. The 1970 law also declared that in cases of 
properties purchased after 1967 for public purposes (expropriated) by the State 

103
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The law also declared that if these properties were used during Jordanian times 
for public purposes, and these needs continued after 1967, they would not be 

104

In this context the question arises as to whether the settlement of Palestinian 

“public purposes” that continued to exist after 1967. This exception is part of a 
trend – within Israeli law being applied to East Jerusalem and within security 
legislation on the West Bank – of de facto recognition of actions undertaken by 
the Jordanian Custodian of Enemy Property with respect to Israeli properties, 
and this recognition was presented as an argument in the legal discussions about 
Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah.105

7. Jewish Settlement in the Heart of Arab Neighborhoods in
East Jerusalem

Israel’s policy is that Jerusalem in its entirety is a united city under
full Israeli sovereignty. In 1967 Jerusalem’s municipal territory tripled with
the addition of areas east of the Green Line in what is known today as “East
Jerusalem.” Israel has constructed ten Jewish neighborhoods in East Jerusalem,
where the number of Jewish residents ( of the total population of East
Jerusalem) is today approaching the number of Palestinian residents of the
eastern part of the city. This is in addition to the expropriation, construction, and
development of the Jewish of the Old City as a national Jewish site. The
location of the Jewish neighborhoods was determined by the availability of land
(for example, military posts of the Jordanian Legion served as the nucleus of
a neighborhood) as well as geopolitical considerations. Thus, for example, the
contiguity of Jewish neighborhoods between Ramot Eshkol and ’alot Dafna
with the French Hill and government compound in East Jerusalem connects

The question of whether Jewish property owners are receiving a realistic and higher 
compensation than Arab property owners is yet to be explored. This paper does not 
require us to address that question.
104 27.

, 91.
105 Private Property and the Israeli-Palestinian Settlement, 19, 
27. Interview with Hatem Abu-Ahmad, July 2010.
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West Jerusalem with Scopus and prevents its being disconnected again.106

Contiguity between West Jerusalem and Scopus was already ensured by
the construction of the French Hill neighborhood in 1971 and reinforced in the
1980s with the construction of the government compound in Sheikh Jarrah. It
follows that settlement in the neighborhood of Shimon HaTzadik is not essential
for ensuring contiguity among areas under Israeli rule and Jewish ownership. Its
purpose, according to statements of its initiators and supporters, is to prevent the
possibility of future divided rule under the Clinton parameters.

In the 1990s the Oslo process inspired the political forces that support
continued Israeli rule over East Jerusalem in its entirety (as well as the West Bank)
to seek ways of preventing the transfer of Arab neighborhoods to Palestinian
control. This led to increased efforts at Jewish settlement in Arab neighborhoods.
Such efforts had begun earlier, with a focus on the and Christian
in the Old City and in Silwan, and, as the Klugman Commission Report (1992)
revealed, these efforts received various forms of government support and aid.107

It should be noted that Ariel Sharon was among the prominent supporters of
this policy. He personally purchased a house in the of the Old
City in 1987 and, as the minister of housing (1990-1992), he saw to it that his
ministry provided support for the activities of the settlers’ organization
“Ateret Cohanim.”108 In contrast, Jerusalem  (until 1993) Teddy Kollek
worked to limit the pressure to settle in Arab neighborhoods.109 Kollek’s policy
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is illustrated by his response to the takeover of houses in the village of Silwan
by activists from the organization EL’AD in October 1991 (on the eve of the

Summit).110 Kollek based his objection on three reasons: The reason
was quantitative – in his words the settlement of a few thousand additional Jews
in Jewish neighborhoods in East Jerusalem is preferable to settling a handful
of Jews in an Arab neighborhood. The second reason was a combination of
political, security, and image considerations – the consequences of displacing
Arab residents from their homes and the image of the city throughout the world.
The third reason was economic – the need to provide massive police resources
for these purposes.111 Kollek arrived at the place of dispute in Silwan and declared
that the Jewish settlers there “think that they are honoring the past but in fact they
are endangering the future.”112

Before 1996, Israeli government administrations focused mainly on
establishing Jewish neighborhoods surrounding the Palestinian neighborhoods
in East Jerusalem and very rarely encouraged settlement within the Palestinian
neighborhoods,113 butwith thechangeofadministration in1996 (the
government) and the change in municipal governance of Jerusalem (Ehud Olmert
replacing Teddy Kollek), Jewish settlement initiatives in Arab neighborhoods
increased, as did governmental support for the settlers’ organizations EL AD
and “Ateret Cohanim.”114 Support for these initiatives during the
administration came in particular from of Infrastructures Ariel Sharon
(Likud), of Internal Affairs Eli Swissa (Shas), and of Labor and
Social Welfare Eli Yishai (Shas). It is worth noting that the guests of honor at the
fundraising dinner organized by Ateret Cohanim in July 1997 to raise funds for
the purchase of houses in the Old City were Prime Benjamin
and Ehud Olmert.115 Following the failure of the Camp David Summit in
2000, where the taboo on negotiating the division of sovereignty over Jerusalem

110 To Rule Jerusalem (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996), 440-441.
111 To Rule Jerusalem, 441.
112 To Rule Jerusalem, 441.
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was broken and the status of the city as a main stumbling block to agreement
became starkly clear, Jewish settlement efforts in Arab neighborhoods increased,
as was apparent in the neighborhoods of Jabel , Abu Dis, and Sheikh
Jarrah, among others.116

116  Regarding Jewish settlement in Arab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem, see Annex 
19.
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Part B – Strategic and Political Implications

This section will address the implications of Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah 
and in the heart of other Arab neighborhoods in parts of East Jerusalem that are 
beyond the Green Line for the State of Israel’s strategic interests and for the goals 
of the government and the Jerusalem municipality with respect to the future, the 
prosperity, and the status of Jerusalem, as well as for international recognition of 
Israel’s status in Jerusalem. Israel’s principal interests with respect to Jerusalem 

arrangements);

(East Jerusalem) and territorial contiguity with West Jerusalem; and

West Jerusalem and within the Green Line.

Settlement in Sheikh Jarrah could undermine these vital interests, in particular 
the problem of restitution of refugee property abandoned in 1948 within the 
Green Line. This section will address that issue and offer a number of examples 
illustrating how past Israeli government administrations found judicial and 

awareness of the severe implications of reclaiming Jewish ownership of property 
in East Jerusalem.

1. The Opening of the “1948 Files” Regarding Restitution of
Palestinian Properties in West Jerusalem and Israel

The most severe potential implication of Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah for
the State of Israel’s strategic interests, as described in Part A above, is the setting
of a precedent that would reopen claims for the restitution of private Palestinian
properties within Israel, including West Jerusalem.
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It should be noted that within Israel there are territories totaling between four
and million dunam (between a and a quarter of the area of the state)117

that were abandoned Palestinian properties, which were then nationalized in
the framework of the Absentee Property Law.118 The Palestinian representatives
have always demanded that these properties be returned to them as part of a
compromise agreement with Israel, and the Sheikh Jarrah affair reinforces their
demand. During the Anapolis negotiation process (2007-2008) the Palestinians
presented their assessment of damages due them – in lieu of return to the land
and restitution for property – in the astronomical amount of 300 billion dollars.
Israel counters the Palestinian claims with claims for Jewish property that was
abandoned in Arab countries on the eve and following the establishment of the
State of Israel. This was a large amount of property, estimated by some researches
to equal or even surpass the value of property lost by Palestinian refugees.119 For
this reason, mutual concession of Jewish and Palestinian refugees’ property
demands is a -order Israeli interest.

In this context it is worth mentioning the 2010 ruling of the European
Court of Human Rights, which addressed the claims of Greek-Cypriot refugees
for return and restitution of properties in Cyprus that they abandoned
following the Turkish occupation in 1974. The European Court did not accept
the claims for return and restitution, and it ruled that the appropriate solution is
for the refugees to receive compensation from the Turkish authorities for their
properties because of the current reality, the passage of 35 years since the refugees
abandoned their properties, and the desire “to ensure that the redress applied to
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those old injuries does not create disproportionate new wrongs”.120 Some see this
ruling as a precedent for the denial of Palestinian restitution claims,121 but the
decision is relevant in the case of return of Jewish property in Sheikh Jarrah as
well, and it highlights the problems inherent in that case.

Taking Palestinian claims into account, it becomes apparent that the activities
of settlers’ organizations, which are based on actually reclaiming Jewish property
and evicting Palestinians from their home, could threaten a strategic interest of
the State of Israel, that is, preventing Palestinian claims for return and restitution.
Israel has an interest in ensuring that when the issue is raised during negotiations
on a status agreement, the properties of Jewish and Arab refugees are
mutually offset. Allowing only Jews to reclaim property, as occurred in Sheikh
Jarrah, creates a precedent that could inspire Palestinians to demand the return of
property they had owned before 1948 in areas now subject to Israeli sovereignty,
and it reinforces the legal and moral legitimacy of this demand.

The claims for return of Palestinian property in West Jerusalem ,
or in Israel generally, is one of the cornerstones of Palestinian demands and is a
concrete problem that could reach international legal fora.According to newspaper
reports, the Palestinian families that were evicted in Sheikh Jarrah declared that
they were considering petitioning the International Criminal Court inThe Hague.122

The seriousness of the Palestinian demand is in a position paper entitled
“Palestinian Property Rights in West Jerusalem: A United City with Equal Rights
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for All?” published in 2010 by the PLO’s Affairs Department,
headed by Dr. Saeb Erekat.123

, in October 2010 it became known that following the precedents of
return of Jewish properties in East Jerusalem to their owners, Palestinian entities
are planning to submit petitions to Israeli courts for return of properties in West
Jerusalem that had been Palestinian-owned prior to 1948.124 These entities are
aware of the legal status established by the Absentee Property Law in this context,
but they argue that the court petition will be based on international law and the
claim that there is a legal double standard with relation to this issue.125 The legal
debate surrounding these claims is likely to reverberate throughout the world.

The eviction of Palestinian families from Sheikh Jarrah underscores
the lack of symmetry regarding the return of property, given that these are
refugee families who owned property within the Green Line before 1948,
including West Jerusalem. The Palestinian residents of Sheikh Jarrah told
the press that they were prepared to relinquish rights of residence within
the houses in dispute in exchange for the properties they left in Israel, which
were transferred to Israeli entities through the Absentee Property Law. The
reverse position, based on the same principle of symmetry, was also voiced:

Ghawi, one of the displaced Palestinians, said after being evicted that
he was prepared to relinquish a property of 18 dunam that had belonged to his
family in his ancestral village of Sarafand, within the territory of Israel, and in
exchange to acquire full ownership of his home in Sheikh Jarrah, but he did not
receive a response to this proposal.126 In this respect the Sheikh Jarrah affair
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set a unilateral precedent that could have legal implications for Israel in
international legal fora, central among these being the demand for restitution
of Palestinian property and a renewal of public debate over Resolution 194
regarding the return of refugees.

It is estimated that in June 1967 approximately 10,000 of the residents of East
Jerusalem had been born and lived in West Jerusalem before 1948127 and because
of the war had abandoned their homes and properties, which were then taken
over by the government of Israel under the Absentee Property Law (1950) and
transferred to Israeli public or private entities.

Since the 1980s, the PLO has been collecting documentation about Arab
property in West Jerusalem. In 1982 the PLO requested access to documents
in the archives of the United Conciliation Commission for Palestine
( ). The Conciliation Commission, which had been established by the
in December 1948 in order to promote a peaceful resolution of the Israeli-Arab

, gathered documentation about Palestinian property within Israeli territory
in two phases: The phase, in 1951, involved a quick, preliminary survey of
the scope of properties abandoned and their value on the basis of British
maps and reports. During the second phase, beginning in 1952, the Technical

of the Conciliation Commission undertook a more comprehensive effort,
which continued until 1964. This project led to a report detailing the estimated
value of Arab properties in Israeli territory, but most of the contents of this report
have long remained concealed from the public.128 In the mid-1980s the PLO
requested and received copies of this archival material, which was then with
the PLO’s Economic Division in Damascus. In the 1990s the PLO and the United

led a project for the preservation and computerization of the archival
material, making it more accessible.129

The researcher Fischbach used these archives for his research and
wrote that the documentation therein includes details of the properties, maps, and
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128
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Ottoman and land registration, and that it also includes estimates of real
estate, communal properties, and proposals for the calculation of compensation.130

In the 1990s, in preparation for negotiations towards a status agreement,
the PLO began building a database of Arab properties in West Jerusalem. Two
Palestinian institutions led the effort: The Institute for Research and Legal
Services on Land and Water Issues and The Association for the Defense of
Human Rights. In 1999, Faisal al-Husayni, the Palestinian Authority
responsible for Jerusalem at the time, declared that of the territory of West
Jerusalem is Palestinian property.131 During the negotiations that took place
regarding the question of Jerusalem in the period of the Barak administration
(1999-2001), the Palestinians demanded compensation for Palestinian property
in West Jerusalem.132

In January 2010, a book by Dr. Adnan Abdel Razek, which was based on the
Conciliation Commission’s archives, was published. It summarizes and maps by
neighborhood the Palestinian properties that were abandoned in 1948 in West
Jerusalem. Without ascertaining its validity, the data published by this author and
various Palestinian sources is presented here in order to illustrate the scope of the
problem. Abdel Razek focuses on a dozen neighborhoods (with a majority of Arab
residents)133 and makes note of additional predominantly Jewish neighborhoods
that included Arab properties as well.134

According to Abdel Razek, Israel took control of 16,261 dunam in West
Jerusalem, 5,126 of which were Arab-owned (including houses on territory
totaling about 913,300 square meters), 850 dunam of Arab-owned no man’s land
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(where the 1949 agreement between Israel and Jordan established that
neither side would have sovereignty), 402 dunam of Arab public lands, and 2,473
dunam owned by Christian institutions. He estimated that a third of the property
in West Jerusalem (5,478 dunam, including public lands, apparently) was Arab-
owned in 1947,  (4,855 dunam) was Jewish-owned,  (2,473) was owned
by Christian institutions, and the rest comprised public institutions, roads, and
railways.135 In the foreword to his book, Abdel Razek stresses that his research
is a response to Israeli settlement activities within Arab neighborhoods in East
Jerusalem and to the efforts “to wipe out the Arab contribution to the urban and
architectural development of Jerusalem before the 1948 war.”136 The importance
of Abdel Razek’s research is that it provides concretization and illustration
of Palestinian demands for return of properties in Jerusalem and within the
Green Line. It receives additional importance when we take into account
that the PLO and the Palestinian Authority pose the demand for restitution
of property as their fundamental position in the .

In the past, Israeli authorities were highly attuned to the danger of setting a
precedent in the matter of property restitution. For example, the lawsuit of Jewish
heirs to the estate of Yaacov Yosef Schechter involved lands within the district
of Jerusalem that were part of the West Bank, beyond the municipal boundaries
of the city.137 The head of the civil administration explained the rejection of the
heirs’ request, among other reasons, by arguing that it could “lead to demands by
Palestinian refugee residents of the area for reciprocal release, at this early stage,
of their properties within the State of Israel, as well as to an increase of disputes
over land and of tension between Israelis and Palestinians in the region.”138 The
head of the Civil Administration wrote, “In my estimation, the return of properties
of Israelis to their owners could seriously undermine public order in the region,
which would be aggravated by the fact that the problem of lands is an aspect
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of the territorial question that is at the heart of the between Israel and
the Palestinians.”139 The matter was brought to the High Court of Justice, which
backed up the authorities’decision and argued that the head of CivilAdministration
has the authority to weigh the consequences of petitions for land as they affect
security and public order within his jurisdiction. The president of the Supreme
Court at the time, Justice Aharon Barak, wrote, “These are considerations that
the head of the Civil Administration is authorized to and must weigh.”140 In our
opinion, despite the difference between the legal status of East Jerusalem and the
West Bank, this argument is valid for Jewish properties in East Jerusalem as well.
The Sheikh Jarrah affair, like the abovementioned case in the West Bank, could
pave the way for Palestinian refugees to claim restitution.

2. Restricting the Government’s Freedom of Action During
Negotiations for a Possible Agreement on Jerusalem

Jewish settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods, and particularly in Sheikh
Jarrah, has the potential to tie the hands of the current government and every future
government in negotiations for a compromise with the Palestinians regarding
Jerusalem on the basis of ethno-national division according the parameters
proposed by US President Bill Clinton in December 2000. Supporters of Jewish
settlement in Arab neighborhoods are certain that their changes to the human
mosaic will make it impossible to divide Jerusalem between Jews and Arabs.141

The intention of those promoting Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah is to create
a Jewish neighborhood with hundreds of housing unit in the heart of the Arab
neighborhood. Jewish settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods, whatever
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its purpose, has the following potential consequences: severing the contiguity of
Palestinian residence (although under a political agreement, technical solutions
could be sought to connect between neighborhoods); reinforcing the Jewish
character of the city, including parts that are Arab today; and the creation of a
politically irreversible situation, that is, an urban and residential situation that
would prevent the division of Jerusalem in the context of a peace agreement
between Israel and the Palestinians. Government efforts to develop Jerusalem
(for example, parks surrounding the walls of the Old City) in areas that border the
Old City could also be interpreted as an attempt to sever the contiguity of Arab
residence between the Old City and adjacent neighborhoods.142 It follows that
the increase in Jewish settlement in the neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah along the
lines of existing and future plans could sever the contiguity of Arab residence in
East Jerusalem and disconnect the Old City from Arab neighborhoods to its north
and south.

These objectives were voiced in media interviews with representatives of the
settlers and their ideological supporters. For example, according to an August
2003 news article, the minister of housing in the government of Ariel Sharon,
Eitam (of the national religious party ) initiated a plan to settle Jews in
Arab neighborhoods “for the purpose of preventing the division of the capital of
Israel.” In an interview, Eitam said that “investment in Arab neighborhoods in
Jerusalem, alongside settlement in the neighborhood of ’ale , proves
that Jerusalem is a united city and will remain so forever.” He added that “since the
latest round of Camp David talks, during the Barak administration, the division of
Jerusalem is no longer taboo.”143 During the same period, Eitam revived an old
plan (which had been suspended by the Rabin government in the early 1990s)
to settle Jews in the neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah (the neighborhood’s name
as indicated in the plan was Wadi Joz). Yehonatan Yosef, spokesman for the
neighborhood of Shimon HaTzadik, also the goals of Jewish construction
in Arab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem as “thwarting the crazy idea of dividing
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Jerusalem” and added, “if we wish to exist, we must populate [Jerusalem] with
Jews, from ’ale to Shimon HaTzadik and from Sha ar
(another place of Jewish settlement activity, in the entrance to Jerusalem from
the east) to the Jewish … If Jews do not settle in East Jerusalem it will be
handed over to our worst enemies.”144

The eviction of Palestinian families from Sheikh Jarrah and the announcement
of construction plans in this site and in otherArab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem
have the potential to undermine efforts to advance the peace process between
Israel and the Palestinian Authority. They generate inter-communal tension and
at times even violence, and they make it for the Palestinian leadership to
advance the negotiating process in any way as long as the Israeli side
is unilaterally establishing facts on the disputed ground that is supposed to be the
subject of negotiations towards a permanent agreement.

3. De-Legitimization of Israel
Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah is particularly problematic because it provokes
criticism on three levels. Israel’s critics argue that in terms of international law,
settlement in East Jerusalem is considered “settlement of occupied territory” and
eviction of Palestinian tenants from properties in this territory (for the purpose
of returning them to their original owners) is perceived as a violation of the
rules established by the Hague Convention (1907).145 These actions highlight
the inequality between Jews who can implement their ownership rights in lieu
of property they held before 1948 (while using it for settlement initiatives that
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with the interests of their Palestinian neighbors) and the Arab residents of
the city who cannot do the same with respect to their property in West Jerusalem

and in Israel generally. On the humanitarian level, they see the
settlement of Jews at the expense of Palestinians as a violation of human rights,
particularly when this turns the Palestinians into refugees once again, having
already been forced to leave their homes in 1948. Likewise, implementation of
property rights in a discriminatory manner is perceived as an additional blow to
human rights and as an immoral act. At the political level, these acts are seen as
undermining the peace process.

Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah thus becomes another in a list of issues
used by those who seek to undermine Israel’s legitimacy. It could also become
another issue on the agenda of international legal fora dealing with human
rights. In recent decades, human rights have shifted from being a state issue to a
global issue that belongs to the international community and has the potential to
impinge on the sovereignty of countries that grossly violate these rights. Israel’s
legitimacy and actions are subject to a widespread assault these days. Settlers’
groups are taking advantage of legal procedures and ownership rights to
realize their particular objectives, thereby adding another excuse to attack
Israel in global legal and political venues.

The eviction of the Palestinian families in Sheikh Jarrah provoked widespread
criticism and protest as well as massive condemnation from and
sources throughout the world. Widespread media coverage of the expulsion of the
Palestinian families in order to house Jews as part of an ideological agenda that

with territorial compromise in Jerusalem further erodes the legitimacy of
Israeli policy in global public opinion and among western governments, including
countries friendly to Israel. For example, US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
called the action “deeply regrettable” and stated, “I urge the government of Israel
and municipal to refrain from such provocative actions,” 146 adding that
the United States would not recognize any unilateral changes to the status quo in
Jerusalem.147 US State Department Spokesperson said that the
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Israeli move contravenes its commitments under the “Road .”148 The United
States twice issued diplomatic protests to Israel149 and Israel’s ambassador to
Washington, Oren, was summoned to the State Department to hear the
US denouncement of Israel’s actions.150 Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon also
addressed this issue and, following the entry of a Jewish family into the home
of one of the evicted families in Sheikh Jarrah, he issued a statement arguing
that, “These actions stoke tensions, cause suffering and further undermine trust,”
and he called on Israel to “cease such provocative actions.”151 United
Special Coordinator for the East Peace Robert Serry said that the eviction
is contrary to the Geneva Convention provisions relating to occupied territory
and undermine efforts of the international community to promote negotiations
towards peace between the two sides.152

European countries also voiced criticism: The French Foreign
expressed regret over the eviction of families from their homes and said that
the move is illegal under international law and undermines the peace process.153

Sweden, which held the rotating presidency of the European Union at the time,
published an announcement harshly criticizing the Israeli actions, terming them
"unacceptable." Such acts are “illegal under international law” and “contravene
repeated calls by the international community ... to refrain from any provocative
actions in East Jerusalem,” according to the Swedish statement.154 The British
Consulate in East Jerusalem (located in Sheikh Jarrah) also published a statement
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denouncing Israel’s move, saying that Israel’s claim that the imposition of
extremist Jewish settlers into this ancient Arab neighborhood is a matter for the
courts or the municipality is unacceptable.  The British statement went on to say
that the eviction and similar actions contradict Israel’s declarations regarding its
desire to achieve peace with the Palestinians. The British statement also called on
Israel not to allow extremists to control the government’s agenda.155 Egypt and
Jordan also voiced criticism. The bureau chief of the Foreign ’s ,
Hossam , delivered the following harsh message to Israel’s ambassador in
Cairo, Shalom Cohen: “This is an act of dispossessing Arabs of their property…
We demand that you stop the expulsion and oppression of Jerusalem Arabs…
Any change on the ground in Jerusalem must be in the framework of peace talks
with the Palestinian Authority without establishing facts on the ground.”156

Jordanian Foreign Judeh condemned the Israeli move and said
that the Arab side sees East Jerusalem as occupied territory, in which every such
action creates an obstacle and deserves condemnation, adding that he hopes they
cease immediately.157

The evicted Palestinian families drew international support and their protest
tent became a popular site for visitors. For example, the US Consulate’s political

in charge of the Jerusalem desk, Kyler Kronmiller, visit the protest tent
of the Hanoun and Ghawi families in July 2009 and told them that the US
government is following the developments in Sheikh Jarrah with concern.158

representative Karin Abu- visited one of the families in December
2009 and called the situation a violation of international law, stressing that she
rejects the Israeli argument that this is a private issue involving municipal and
legal authorities.159 Others who visited the evacuees to express their support for

155 Jerusalem
Post, 2.8.2009. 
156
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157
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the struggle against eviction of families include British businessman, media and
aviation mogul and a member of the Elders forum (a forum established by former
South African President that includes prominent world leaders
who are working for peace), Richard Branson,160 as well as Irish folk singer
Tommy Sands, who performed there.161

In response Israel offers two explanatory arguments: The is a claim
made by initiators of Jewish settlement in East Jerusalem and by government and
municipal authorities that Arabs can also settle in West Jerusalem. This argument
is based on a legitimate stance within a liberal multicultural democratic regime – 
a perspective that is seemingly color-blind with respect to settlement and mixed
residential neighborhoods of various ethnic, religious, and national groups.
Supporters of settlement argue that ethnically based residential segregation within
a mixed city is morally unacceptable. They claim that Arabs are not prevented
from purchasing properties in Jewish areas and that in fact hundreds of Arab
families already reside in Jewish neighborhoods (many of these are Arab citizens
of Israel). Prime Benjamin also voiced this argument at the
opening of the government meeting on 19 July 2009, when he said, “I would like
to stress once again that a united Jerusalem is the capital of the Jewish people and
the State of Israel. Our sovereignty over it is indisputable and this means, among
other things, that the residents of Jerusalem can purchase apartments throughout
all parts of the city. This was the policy of all of Israel’s governments and let me
say that it is indeed being implemented because in the last few years hundreds of
apartments in Jewish neighborhoods and in the west of the city were purchased
or rented by Arab residents and we did not interfere. This means that nothing is
prohibiting Arabs from buying apartments in West Jerusalem, and there is no
prohibition on Jews buying or building apartments in East Jerusalem.”162 The
writer Elie Weisel also came out in defense of the position of the government of
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Israel. In a letter to US President Barack Obama in response to the president’s
criticism of Jewish settlement in East Jerusalem, Weisel wrote, “Jews, Christians,
and can build their homes anywhere in the city.”163 Jerusalem
Barkat has posed a similar argument.164

This argument, however, cannot be reconciled with the following three
facts: First, Jerusalem is not a regular mixed city. Jews and Arabs reside within a
fragile social fabric and in geographic and ethno-political segregation. The city
embodies special sensitivities because of its holiness to followers of the three
monotheistic religions – Judaism, , Christianity and Islam – and because of its
central place in the national ethos of two peoples and as a focus of international
attention. It should be noted that the Supreme Court accepted the position of the
state in the Burkan ruling (1978) regarding the residential segregation that has
been customary in Jerusalem since the 11th century. In addition, in its responses to
petitions against construction of the Jewish neighborhood of Har Khoma (1997),
the state emphasized the importance of the delicate balance in the city and of
avoiding the creation of bi-national neighborhoods.165

In addition, the international community (including the United States) does
not recognize Israeli sovereignty over East Jerusalem and rejects the claim that
the issue is an internal Israeli legal matter because the territory in question is
“occupied territory”. The United Security Council held that the annexation
of East Jerusalem was not valid and that the Basic Law on Jerusalem (1980) is

163 Haaretz,
16.4.2010.
164 "
Settlements," Sky News
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“a violation of international law.”166 , as stated in the Declaration of
Principles signed by Israel and the PLO in September 1993, Jerusalem is one of
the issues for Israeli-Palestinian negotiations towards a status agreement.
During the negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians under the leadership
of Ehud Barak and Ehud Olmert, the parties accepted the principle established by
US President Bill Clinton in December 2000 that Jewish neighborhoods in East
Jerusalem would be under Israeli sovereignty and Arab neighborhoods in East
Jerusalem would be under Palestinian sovereignty.167

The second fact is that the Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem actually
have no practical option for purchasing homes or lands in Jewish neighborhoods,
and the number of Arab settlers in these neighborhoods is negligible. of
these residents are apparently Israeli Arabs who were not originally residents
of East Jerusalem and thus, as citizens of Israel, they have the right to purchase
lands. Palestinians from East Jerusalem do not have Israeli citizenship, and under
the standard leasing contract of Israel Land Administration they cannot purchase
and take ownership of landed property (given their status as “foreign subjects”
by and given that they are not citizens of Israel and are not entitled to
new-immigrant status under the Law of Return, as in Article 19 of the
contract available on the Israel Land Administration website).168 The principle

166 th year, 1980, 
Resolutions, p. 14. Private Property, 24. See also R. 
Lapidot,  (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies, 
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according to which an Arab cannot purchase lands of the Jewish Fund
and the Jewish Agency was indeed overruled by the High Court of Justice in the
case of Adel ’dan in the town of Katzir,169 (although actual implementation of
the Court’s decision should be examined) and it is possible that this principle also
holds with respect to Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem who are not citizens,
but the principle has not yet been subject to legal scrutiny with respect to the
purchase of lands in Jerusalem.

A third reason that the claim of color-blindness of settlement is irrelevant is
that the construction in East Jerusalem intended for Jewish settlement is managed
by Jewish organizations with a political agenda of settlement exclusively by
ideological supporters and theyarenot receptive toArab residents.Forexample, the
project “Be’emuna” (in faith) in Jabel is as “a project intended
for the national religious public.”170 , in some of the Jewish settlements
within Arab neighborhoods the Jewish organizations were granted ownership of

(a) A citizen of Israel;
(b) An immigrant under the 1950 Law of Return who did not make a declaration under 

Law of Return who instead received authorization and a permit for temporary residence 
as a potential immigrant under the 1952 Entry into Israel Law.

(a) – (c) above or by more than one such individual. 
In this clause “controlled by” means holding – directly or indirectly, by an individual 

of the stated value of available stocks of the corporation or half or more of the voting 
power of the corporation or the right to appoint, directly or indirectly, half or more of the 
corporation’s directors.
Article (3) above shall not apply if the lessee receives such authorization in advance and 
in writing from the Chairman of the Israel Land Administration.
(4) If any of the preconditions or fundamental conditions of the preamble to this lease is 

See the Israel Land Administration website: http://www.mmi.gov.il/static/206_10.html 
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the land by the Custodian of Absentee Property without any commercial tender
and for the purposes of Jewish settlement.171 It should be noted in this
context that the Jewish in the Old City was declared a national Jewish
heritage site in which Arabs cannot purchase apartments (including Arabs who
lived there before 1967; see the case of Burkan), and the Israeli government has
not declared a similar heritage site for Palestinian Arabs, or Christian.172

In addition, as noted, Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem cannot petition for
the return of property they abandoned in 1948 in West Jerusalem. A Palestinian
representative recently asked American mediator George if, in light of

’s declaration, he could return to his home in the neighborhood of
Katamon.173

The second argument offered by the government is that this case involves
a civil legal issue that has been subject to various forms of judicial review in
Israel and the government cannot intervene.174 In this context, as we shall see, the
government has a variety of options for addressing the problem as well as the tools
to prevent private parties and organizations from paralyzing it politically. Critics
of Israeli policy within the international community do not accept the argument
that this is an internal legal issue in which the government cannot intervene.

, in their view East Jerusalem is not sovereign Israeli territory.

4. Undermining Israel’s Diplomatic Achievements on the
Issue of Jerusalem

Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah could lead the international community and
the Palestinian party to negotiations to retreat from the previously achieved

171

for the transfer of property rights, and organizations and other private entities – both 
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172
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acceptance of the continued existence of Jewish neighborhoods across the Green
Line within East Jerusalem, recognizing Israel’s future sovereignty over these
neighborhoods in the framework of a status agreement, and acknowledging
Israel’s rights in the Holy Basin.

The Jewish neighborhoods that Israel built across the Green Line in East
Jerusalem received implicit international recognition under the “Clinton
parameters” of December 2000, which held that “Arab areas are Palestinian and
Jewish ones are Israeli,”175 but this recognition could be questioned as a result of
the Sheikh Jarrah affair because it reinforces the tendency among international
actors to link the dispute over Jewish settlement in this neighborhood with the
dispute about construction in Jewish neighborhoods beyond the Green Line
and sovereignty over the historic basin of the city. In the course of negotiations
towards a status agreement, the Palestinian delegation also accepted the
solution that Clinton proposed regarding Jewish neighborhoods in East Jerusalem
(“illegal settlements” from their point of view),176 but Jewish settlement activities
in Sheikh Jarrah and other Arab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem could cause
them to shift their position towards a more militant stance that would view the
principle posited by Clinton as no longer applicable.177 It is noteworthy that
the Palestinian party to negotiations has made clear in the past that the Clinton
parameters do not apply to neighborhoods constructed by Israel after the Oslo
Accords (such as Har Khoma).178

As a result, Israel will presumably it harder to achieve international
acceptance of its most vital interest in Jerusalem – safeguarding Israeli interests
in the Historic Basin (whether by means of sovereignty, an international solution,

175 American Peace (Tel Aviv: Am Oved, 
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or other special arrangements). International acceptance of Israeli sovereignty
over Jewish neighborhoods in East Jerusalem would also diminish. These
consequences were apparent after the announcement of construction tenders
in the neighborhoods of Ramat Shlomo and Gilo following the government
announcement (in 2009) of a ten-month freeze of construction in the
West Bank settlements. The case of Ramat Shlomo illustrates how a seemingly
simple administrative planning decision can create complications for Israel
internationally, but it also demonstrates that Israel – if it wants – can take steps to
prevent and stop these activities, which do more harm than good for the country.
Indeed, massive international press coverage of the Sheikh Jarrah affair puts at
risk the continued legitimacy of Israeli construction in Jewish neighborhoods in
East Jerusalem.

We conclude that even though the initiators of ideological settlement in the
heart of Arab neighborhoods are seeking to reinforce Israeli sovereignty in all
parts of East Jerusalem, their activities could in actuality weaken this sovereignty
and lead to loss of international support for continued construction in Jewish
neighborhoods, something that did not spark strong opposition in the past.

Israeli President Shimon Peres addressed this point during a meeting with
Rabbi Ovadia Yosef when he said, “If we build in Sheikh Jarrah, we will gain a few
houses in Sheikh Jarrah and lose a few thousand houses throughout Jerusalem.”
Peres said, “Wherever previous governments built, we can continue to build. But
it would be a shame if a neighborhood such as Sheikh Jarrah were to disrupt
and destroy the construction throughout Jerusalem.”179 On another occasion
Peres was quoted as saying, “The government violated the accepted
status quo applicable to construction in East Jerusalem when it began approving
Jewish construction in Arab neighborhoods in the city.” In 2010, during
a diplomatic crisis between Israel and the US, Peres proposed that Israel declare
that construction in East Jerusalem would be restricted to Jewish neighborhoods
only and that it would not allow construction for Jews in neighborhoods such
as Sheikh Jarrah: “Previous governments, including those of Begin and Shamir,
undertook construction in Jewish neighborhoods but refrained from building

179 In Inner 
, 22.4.2010. See: http://www.bhol.co.il/news_read.asp?id=16468&cat_id=1 
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in Arab neighborhoods, which is why the whole world acquiesced and the
construction was not an obstacle to negotiations,” according to Peres.180

5. Adding a Focal Point of Tension in Jerusalem
The eviction of the Palestinian families from Sheikh Jarrah and the announcement
of the building plans of Jewish settlers’organizations there led to increased tension
and violence in the neighborhood. This affair is another in a list of focal points of
tension in Arab neighborhoods within the city, and collectively they form focal
points of security concerns and undermine the delicate balance in the city between
the two nationalities. The following incidents testify to the increasing tension: In

2009, following the denial of one of the Palestinian families’ petitions,
dozens of Jewish activists arrived at the compound, accompanied by private
security personnel, and demanded that the family leave.181 The police was on alert
to treat the violent disturbance that followed. In 2010 one of Jerusalem’s
deputy mayors visited the site, which led to riots and Palestinian youths throwing
stones at policemen.182 In October 2009 stones were thrown at Jewish worshippers
on their way to pray at the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik. In December 2009 Jewish
worshippers came to express solidarity with the settlers and attacked a Palestinian
boy, who was rescued by Border Patrol police and transferred to a hospital.183

The extremist nature of the Jewish settlers, whose actions exacerbate 
local tension, is evidenced in the Purim celebrations that took place in the 
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the Worshippers in 1994.184

The tension in Sheikh Jarrah was addressed in the Knesset Internal Affairs 
Committee, which discussed police conduct towards the demonstrators in Sheikh 
Jarrah and the escalating instances of stone-throwing in the neighborhood. 
Committee members visited the neighborhood and called upon the police to 
increase its presence there and to set up a permanent police presence.185 It follows 
that continued eviction of Palestinian families and settlement of Jewish families 

of friction to other tensions in a city as sensitive as Jerusalem and increases the 
possibility of political violence and acts of terrorism.

The social and security-related tension resulting from Jewish settlement 
activities in Sheikh Jarrah and eviction of Palestinian families adds a problematic 
point of friction that further threatens the delicate social fabric of Jerusalem. For 
example, in September 2010 and under similar circumstances violence erupted 
in the area of Jewish settlement in Silwan (City of David) when a settlement 
security guard was attacked and, in the course of defending himself, shot and 
killed a Palestinian resident, sparking riots in various parts of East Jerusalem.186 A 
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incidents of this sort will be repeated in other places within East Jerusalem where 
a Jewish settlement exists in the heart of an Arab neighborhood.

It should be noted that Sheikh Jarrah is an exceptional case among 
settlements within Arab neighborhoods in Jerusalem because leftist Jewish 
activists, including individuals who had not been politically active previously,187

participated in demonstrations against the Jewish settlement and the eviction of 
Palestinian families.188

taken place every Friday with the participation of Israeli protestors alongside 
neighborhood residents and activists from abroad who oppose the eviction of 
families. In addition, the events in Sheikh Jarrah have the potential to undermine 

residents, and students from all over the country. Frequent media reports on the 
confrontations, eviction of families, protests, hostility, international condemnation, 
and violence could (particularly among the secular public in Israel) reinforce the 
negative image of the city as a place of dispute and confrontation and thwart 
efforts to market it as a city of tolerance, culture, and tourism.

187
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Part C – Options for Government Action

Israel’s actions over the years with respect to Jewish settlement in the heart of Arab 

We recommend that the government consider formulating a clear policy on 
the matter of settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods in East Jerusalem and 
that, in its approach to the issue, the government take into account the implications 
of Jewish settlement in Sheikh Jarrah for the vital interests of the State of Israel, 
as detailed in this paper, and give consideration to the various courses of action 
available to it.

An Israeli government that is interested in avoiding a situation in which 
Jewish settlers’ organizations establish facts on the ground that have the potential 
to cause diplomatic damage internationally does in fact have the legal and other 
tools to prevent such a reality. The government has both the discretion and the 
authority to take such action even in light of the relevant court rulings on property 
rights.

The courses of action available to the government are as follows:

First, the government, should it choose, could exercise its authority to expropriate 
properties (such as the disputed assets) for public purposes under the Land 
(Acquisition for Public Purposes) Ordinance (1943) and to pay the original 
owners damages by law. For example, during the 1970s, when the Hassan Bek 

the government expropriated the property of the mosque and returned it to the 
189
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been expropriated in Jerusalem – most of it Arab – for the purposes of establishing 

response to petitions regarding these expropriations – that construction plans 
must take into account the sensitivities of Jerusalem and their implications for 
public and political life.

authority to expropriate is broad and that the government can justify expropriation 
of land in Ras al-Amud because of diplomatic and security implications of 

agreement and because of “the attempt to dictate a political agenda under the 

government could argue that through the expropriation it seeks “to prevent the 
creation of new points of friction and to preserve for itself political freedom of 
action at this political sensitive time, as well as to prevent a single individual, and 
particularly a foreign citizen, from restricting government maneuverability and 
dictating terms with long-term political and diplomatic implications.”

to expropriate land for cultural purposes… for environmental purposes… or for 
reasons of preventing unemployment… but would not be authorized to expropriate 
land for political reasons. When the government position is that certain private 
activities could have severe consequences political and for public order, then it 
cannot remain helpless to act.”190

The government could also help through payment of compensatory damages 
to Palestinian families affected negatively by the settlers’ organization or, 
alternatively, to ensure them appropriate housing.

Second, the government could instruct the Israel Police – in accordance with 
the legal opinions issued in the past by two attorney generals – to prevent the 

190
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occupation of a legally purchased home if there is concern about harm to public 
safety and public order (and there is usually room for such concern when families 
are being evicted from their homes in East Jerusalem and Jews are moving into 
the heart of an Arab neighborhood).

In the context of the organization EL’AD’s settlement activities in Silwan in 
1991 (during the Shamir government), then-Attorney General Yosef Harish issued 

as preservation of public order and prevention of violence or riots. Harish argued 
that “in cases such as these, the two values must be balanced” and wrote that if 

rights would almost certainly endanger public welfare, then “it has the authority 
to refuse to assist in the immediate implementation of ownership rights over 
the place.” Harish even argued that if the expected danger is great and there are 

even the duty to prevent the owners from implementing their rights.”191

government during 1996-1999. In September 1997, after a group of Jewish settlers 
took possession of homes in the neighborhood of Ras al-Amud (with funding 

of Jerusalem approved the plan for Jewish construction in the neighborhood, 

Jerusalem and to Israel,” and made clear to the United States, the PLO, and Egypt 
that he would not permit construction in this neighborhood.192 This position 
resulted, among other reasons, from concerns that such a step would aggravate 
relations with the United States and undermine the political negotiating process, 
as well as concerns about an outbreak of Palestinian violence.193

initiated a consultation meeting with security and legal experts in order to identify 

191
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ways of handling the problem. Then-Attorney General Elyakim Rubinstein held 
(as Yosef Harish had earlier) that in cases of “near certainty of public disorder 
and endangerment of public safety” it is permissible to prevent tenants’ moving 
into a residence even if it was legally purchased.”194

forcible eviction of the Jewish families that had settled there, and he eventually 
reached an agreement with the organization Ateret Cohanim according to which 
the families would evacuate the homes into which they had moved but a group of 
yeshiva students would remain to watch over and maintain the place.195

It should be noted that Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, the spiritual leader of Shas, also 
expressed reservations about the families moving into Ras al-Amud and stated 
that “it is the right of every Jew to reside anywhere in the Land of Israel, but no 
Jew has the right to endanger the lives of the many.”196

Third, with respect to the future, an amendment to the 1970 Legal and 

required the Custodian General to release Jewish properties in East Jerusalem 
to their original owners) could be passed, granting the Custodian General broad 
discretion regarding the release of properties in East Jerusalem. As mentioned, 
broad discretion had been granted to the Custodian of Absentee Property in the 
past.

planning and construction of housing units in Arab neighborhoods at the initiative 

for example, following the public outcry that erupted over Jewish settlement in 

Jewish housing in areas of dense Arab population would require his personal 

194

195

minister of health), also wrote, regarding this issue, that he “supports the rights of Jews to 
settle anywhere in Jerusalem, but this must be done quietly and not through demonstrative 
activities that cause more harm than good to Jerusalem.”
196
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197 During 
the Olmert administration, similar steps were taken to strengthen government 
oversight over new construction in East Jerusalem, and an order was issued 
according to which new construction in the eastern part of the city required prime 
ministerial authorization.198

neighborhoods.199 The government could consider whether to continue providing 
assistance and support in situations where doing so is not in harmony with Israel’s 
policy and interests.
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Conclusions

This paper aims to assist decision makers in considering all the aspects of 
settlement in Sheikh Jarrah as they seek to formulate a policy on the issue.

Jewish settlement in the neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah, which includes the 
eviction of Palestinian families from property that had been Jewish-owned before 
1948, could threaten vital Israeli interests. Ideologically driven organizations 
have been taking advantage of legal and proprietary proceedings and they have 
to potential to push the government and the State of Israel into a position that 

the potential to undermine the strategic interests of the state and its citizens.

These settlement activities have possible strategic implications for the State 
of Israel and the price that Israel is likely to pay on a number of fronts: potential 
demands for legal restitution of property that was Palestinian-owned before 1948; 
restricting the government’s freedom of action regarding future agreements; the 
potential creation of an additional barrier to political negotiations over the future 
of Jerusalem; further erosion of the State of Israel’s legitimacy (and its control 
over Jerusalem) within the international community; a possible threat to Israel’s 
interests in Jewish neighborhoods beyond the Green Line and with respect to 
its status in the Historic Basin; the creation of focal points of friction and social 
tension within Jerusalem; and a possible blow to image of the city.

It is inconceivable that these implications for Israel’s interests be actualized 
by private entities before the government has examined their consequences. The 
government should formulate a clear policy addressing the practice of Jewish 
settlement in the heart of Arab neighborhoods, taking into consideration the 
implications described in this paper. Despite the legal aspects of property rights 
and the court rulings on the matter, the government has the necessary tools to take 
action, should it opt to act.
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Annex 1. Aerial photograph of the neighborhood of Shiekh 
Jarrah and compound of Shimon HaTzadik showing main sites 
in the neighborhood
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Annex 2. Map of the neighborhoods of Sheikh Jarrah and Shimon 
HaTzadik from the British Mandate period, 1947
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See: http://www.palestineremembered.com

Annex 3. A photograph from Sheikh Jarrah during 
World War I
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Annex 4. Map of the Arab neighborhoods in West Jerusalem 
until 1948 
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Table of statistics from Dr. Adnan Abdel Razek’s book about 
Palestinian property in East Jerusalem

Name of Neighborhood 
(Arab neighborhoods where most 
or all of the territory was Arab-
owned)

Territory owned by Arabs in 
the neighborhood (in dumans, 
rounded off and adapted from 
the original)

Number 
of Houses

Upper Baq’a (area of Talpiot) 1,232 143

Lower Baq’a (near Katamon) 290 102

Katamon 571 224

The Greek Colony 54 63

Colony and Katamon)
218 45

Al-Dajaniyya (near the German 
Colony)

133 85

The German Colony 107 44

Baq’a al-Wa’riyya (near Hebron 
Road and Geulim neighborhood)

1,001 177

Al-Thawri (Abu-Tor) 355 101

Talbiyeh 482 67

western outer wall of the Old City 
and the neighborhoods of Yemin 

60 54

Total 4,503
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Annex 5. Agreement between UNRWA and Jordan on the 
establishment of a residence for refugees in Sheikh Jarrah
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Annex 6. The refugee residential compound built by UNRWA in 
Sheikh Jarrah and three homes of Palestinian families who were 
evicted (Al-Kurd, Ghawi, and Hanoun)
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Annex 7. Rental Agreement of Palestinian tenants in the refugee 
residential compound
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Annex 8. The tomob of Shimon HaTzadik

Annex 9. Small Cave of the Sanhedrin
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Annex 10. The Cave of the Ramban / Megharat al-Nakta

Annex 11. The Kollel at Shimon HaTzadik compound
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Annex 12. Sheikh Jarrah Mosque
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Annex 13. Orient House (the villa built by Ismail Bey al-Husayni)
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Annex 14. The villa of Is’af al-Nashashibi

Annex 15. The Shepherd Hotel
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Annex 16. The American Colony 
(the villa of Rabbah Effendi al-Husayni)
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Annex 17. Entrance to the Shimon HaTzadik compound in 
Sheikh Jarrah

Annex 18. A monument to the victims of the Mount Scopus Convoy 
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Annex 19. Table summarizing Jewish settlement in Arab 
neighborhoods in East Jerusalem

Actual Jewish settlement and planned settlementArab
neighborhood

“Shimon HaTzadik” Compound
Today 18 families and 2 bachelors live here.

Town Plan Scheme 12705, which aims to build 200 
housing units and destroy the Palestinian structures in the 
place.1

Sheikh Jarrah

The Shepherd Hotel
The property was purchased in 1985. In 2010 a plan to 

construct 90 more housing units was cancelled.2

Additional contingency plans: a plan to evict Palestinian 
families in Umm-Haroun and construct housing units 
instead;3 a plan to build a conference center, “Beit 
Amana;” a plan to construct a facility for “Or Sameakh” 
Yeshiva; and possible construction in the compound 

.”

City of David
Jewish settlement in Silwan began in 1991 with efforts 
led by the organization EL’AD. Today approximately 70 
Jewish families live in the neighborhood.4

Silwan

Beit Yehonatan
A seven-story building housing seven families. It was 
built without a permit for the organization “Ateret 
Cohanim.” The District Court of Jerusalem ordered that 
the tenants be removed and the building sealed.5

Additional settlement locations: “Beit HaDvash,” “Beit 
6
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Actual Jewish settlement and planned settlementArab
neighborhood

“Beit HaKhoshen,” “Beit Ha’Orot”
In January 2010, a plan to construct 24 housing units in 
“Beit Orot” was approved.7

A Jewish settlement site also exists in the cemetery 
8

Olives

“Nof Zion”

were built. Today approximately 15 families live in 

construction was laid.
The project plan (phases A, B, and C) include a 
neighborhood of approximately 400 housing units, a 
commercial center, and a hotel.9

Jabel

Arab al-
Sawahra

“Be’Emuna”
A project of the organization “Be’Emuna” intended for 
the national-religious community, the plan is to build 
approximately 60 housing units in three structures.

Berlin,.10

“Kidmat Zion”
Today a number of Jewish families live here. Since 
2000 there have been efforts to promote a plan for the 
construction of a neighborhood to include 230 housing 
units.11

Abu Dis
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Actual Jewish settlement and planned settlementArab
neighborhood

“Ma`ale HaZeitim”
Settlement began in 1997. Today approximately 50 
families live in the compound and another 60 housing 
units are being built.12

Ras al-Amud

“Ma`ale David”
In 2008 the “Bukhari Community Trust/Council” 
submitted a plan for the construction of approximately 
100 housing units (seven structures) in a compound 
that had previously housed the Judea and Samaria 
district police headquarters. The plan proposes a bridge 

13

“Sha’ar Zion”
A contingency plan for the construction of a neighborhood 
with 2,000 housing units.14

Anata

1980s.
Today approximately 80 families and 500 yeshiva students 
reside there.

1

Jarrah,” Haaretz
Haaretz, 29.1.2008 

(Hebrew).
2

Approved,” Haaretz
Release on the Shepherd Hotel Compound, 19 July 2009 (Hebrew).
3

Jerusalem Times
Haaretz, 28.9.2010 (Hebrew).

4

http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-3808016,00.html (Hebrew).
5 Haaretz

Haaretz, 25.5.2010 (Hebrew).
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6 Haaretz, 24.6.2010 
Haaretz, 17.3.2010.

7

in Beit Orot Yeshiva in East Jerusalem,” Haaretz, 5.1.2010 (Hebrew). S. Yerushalmi, 
“Division of Jerusalem: For better or worse, impossible,” NRG, 25.7.2009 (Hebrew).
8

Haaretz, 3.4.2003 (Hebrew). 
9

Jerusalem,” Haaretz
purchased 30 apartments for 9 million dollars,” , 20.3.2005 (Hebrew). A. Shauli, 
“If Corporate Bond Holders Act Reasonably, They Will See Their Funds,” ,
22.7.2010;

http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-3808016,00.html (Hebrew);

10

Haaretz,
27.4.2009 (Hebrew).
11 NRG,
25.7.2009 (Hebrew). 

http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-3808016,00.html (Hebrew).

Jerusalem,” Haaretz, 25.3.2009 (Hebrew).

12 NRG,
25.7.2009 (Hebrew).
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